























































Dear "Tiger," may you as you ponder
over these pages have many pleasant
memories of the hours you have spent
at Clemson. Remember these, your
friends, and dwell long upon these
pages.
And to you, dear reader, may you find
embedded in this volume the ideals for
which Clemson stands, and the greatness
il represents. If these you obtain, then
we fee] that our labors have not been




To the ones we love and cherish most of all
in this world. Whose watchful hours and
lender cares have made our existence pos-
sible. And whose loving words, with guid-
ing hands, have instilled inspiration to make
good. Whose honor we hold in reverence;
upon whose names, pray God, we never bring
dishonor—we, the class of '25 do humbly
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Life calls to us—the future waits—
We leave these college walls.
But still our hearts are bound in Love
To our Alma Mater s halls.
Years pass us by with hurried tread
Heads bow and gray with cares,
Still iu our hearts each comrade lives
I ntouched by passing years.
For paths must part -each goes his way,
Through ways the Fates contrive,
To Fame or Death—and still we lore
Thee—Class of Twenty-Fire.
We're bound together, class-mates, friends,
By the strength of Friendship's ties
And this the coming years shall prove
A Lore that never dies.


















'Neither to luuiih nor to cry, but to under-
stand."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Business Manager Taps '25 : Secretary-Treasurer
Capital City Club; President Richland County
Club; Treasurer Calhoun Literary Society; Bible
Class Leader '22; Friendship Council '22; Honor
Coun.il: A.I.E.E. ; Radio Club; Pistol and Mach-
ine Gun Sharpshooter, R.O.T.C., Camp McClel-
lan, Ala.
"CM." is one of (huso steady, quiet,
straightforward fellows thai gradually
makes a place for himself in the hearts
of all who know him. He came to Clerason
with the determination to fathom the mys-
terious realm of the electron. His efforts
have been gradually rewarded, for not only
has he obtained a technical education, but
he has made for himself a host of friends
whoso esteem he may carry forever. Trulj
a man's college career has boon successful
when he lias proven himself a scholar, a
friend, and a gentleman.
Clarence's maneuvers in respect to the
fairer sex have been something of a rays-
tery. \\< l is nol a "woman hater", though,
as some fail- damsel can probably testily.
Those thai wait the longest fall tin' hard-
est : s.i "CM." is likely in for quite a bump.
DAVID COX AYERS
Orangeburg, S. C.
It matters nut how long we live, but how.'
ARCHITECTURE
Private; 1'rivatc; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant;
Orangeburg County Club l-'-l'-',. '24-'25 : Colum-
bian Literary Society 'JJ-'J:: ; Y.M.C.A. Cabinet
'23; Architectural Society '23-'24-'25 ; Publicity
Man of Agricultural Society '-'•: Associate Editor
of "Tiger" '-I; Local Editor "Tiger" '25; Assist-
ant Art Editor of "Taps"; Member Sophomore,
i r, ami Senior Dancing Club; Member Beaux
Art Institute of Design '24-*25 ; Y.M.C.A. Delegate
t" state Convention; Newspaper Correspondence
t'lul. ''I'l-'i:; ; Junior-Senior Decorating Committee
'24
; R.O.T.C. Camp McClellan, Ala.
Bright lights, swaying figures, bewitch-
ing music, or a palette, paint, ami brush
—
such are dear to the heart of 1>. C This
hoy shoves a wicked pencil ; he can draw
anything from an Arabian Mosque to an
ace of spades. Doubtless, in later years we
shall hear of some sensation he has created
in the Latin Quarter or Greenwich Village.
For in . I nue. I >. ( '. sails for gay "Paree;"
whether to study Architect lire 01" Capture
hearts we do nol know. but. judging from
past experiences in Anderson, we are in-
clined to think the latter.
1). ('. has made many friends at Clemson
.'Mid mi the "Hill." A true friend, a good
worker, ami a good student, 1 >. C. has
shown his ability in Architecture ami we
prophesy a brilliant future for him.
V let nt ii-Four







'Things worth doing at all, are north doing
well"
ELECTRICAL BNG1 N E ER1 N I
.
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Orchestra '2i-'2': ; Anderson Count] Club; Band
'24-'25; (;i mii> McClellan, Ala., R.O.T.C.
We wish to present .lack, the boy with
auburn hair from Pelzer. .lack cast his
lot with the Tigers in '21. For two years
he gave many a dancer a treat by "tickling
the ivory" in the Tiger Jungaleers. He
was not content to he only a second I'ader-
ewski. but he wished to he a rival of Edi-
son, so he chose Electrical Engineering as
his course. He also was a member of the
cadet hand and pumps a "bass" almost as
efficientlj as he chases electrons.
This lad is an A-l hoy and has won for
himself a host of friends who will always
remember him with the deepest affection.
"Brass-head", as he K often called, is a
favorite among the hoys as well as anion;;
the fairer sex.
So here's to Jack, wherever you tna.v go,
or whatever yon may do. we wish you the
greatest of success and trust that you will
always maintain your magnetic personality.
JOHN CALLAHAN BAGWELL
Honea Path. S. C.
'Let ii \ forget the things of the post anil
press forth into the things of the future."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Private ; Private : Sergeant : Second Lieutenant ;
President Agricultural Society; Vice President
Agricultural Societj : President Calhoun Litei u
5oi etj ; President B.Y.P.U. ; Member Se i
Honor Council; Friendship Council; Anderson
County Club; Senior R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan,
Ala.; Member "t "Dead Beats" Club, Camp Mc
Clellan, Ah..
In the fall of '21 there ventured forth
out of II a Path this bright young lad.
Johnny, though vivacious and witty, is
sober-minded and sincere. lie i- a straight
forward, honest, and hard-working fellow,
and never shuns the call of duty.
The promotion to sergeant in his junior
year won him the nai f "Sarge."
"Sarge's" big heart, sympathetic nature,
and winning personality, coupled with his
regard for truth and honesty have won for
him the respect of the entire class, who










F.nl Mill, S. C.
"It's the songs ye sing and the smiles ye wear,
Thai's a-makin' the sun shine everywhere"
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Firsl Sergeant; Captain;
Block •<"' Club; Presided A.S.C.E. ; Football
Team '22-'23-'24; Track Team '24; Honor Coun-
cil; President Fort Mill Club; President Lancaster
County Club; R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.;
Active Member Y.M.CA. : Srice-Preslden1 Pal-
metto Literary Society.
"Tom" is bin from all directions; big
feet, body, intellect, and heart are only a
few ways in which he excels. His unwaver-
ing adherence to high principles and al-
truistic tendency makes it ;i delight for one
to be in his neighborhood. Naturally he
has a large place in the hearts of those
who know him.
As an athlete "Tom" has made good,
(lis enthusiasm and love for football has
been rewarded ; he is a proud wearer of a
block "<"' in that great sport.
"Tom's" ardent admiration for ebony
colored hair leads us to believe that ulti-
mately he will be attracted to tropical re-
gions; and there, under skies powdered with
millions of stars and bordered with silent
trees, a maid with studied simplicity will
be so fascinating as to lure him to a dim
veranda, lighted only by the glimmer of the
pale starlight. Bewitching glances and
soft replies will demolish the walls of his
hearts' citadel, and the resl will be in the
bauds of Fate. We hope all your yearn-
ings will be satisfied, "Tom."
THOMAS ALBERT BARRS
Branchville, S. C.
"Life is ivhat one makes it."
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Day Cadet. Vocational Training.
Thomas holds no military honors bestow-
ed by this institution, but the honors be-
stowed upon him while in the service of
his country on the Mexican border and in
France are those which we should remem-
ber him by—they are far more honorable
and greater than he could ever have at-
tained here.
In the fall of '!!>. at the end of his
career as a soldier, he came to Clemson to
satisfy his longing for more knowledge.
With him he brought what very few bring
—a wife—a fine little lady she is. He
entered the vocational training department
where he worked faithfully until he was
prepared to enter the Freshman class in
'21. We have found him to be a friend
and a gentleman. We know that he has
Worked hard while here, for in the face ot
many obstacles which he has come in con-
tact with, he has made a wonderful rec-
ord.
Thomas, we feel sure that success alone
awaits you as we find you laboring in the








JACOB \\ II.LARD 1JUER
Columbia, S. C.
'To be of use in the world is the only way
to be happy."
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant
-
;
Richland County Club; Capital City Club; circu-
lation Manager Chronicle 25 : Editor Clubs and
Classes Taps '25 : R T C, Camp McCli
Ala. : Student Chapter, .\ S.C.E.
Sinceritj ;in<l unselfishness si.cn won for
"J.W." ;i warm spot in the class of '25.
We have ever found him a friend—a faith-
ful and loyal friend, the four years that he
has spent in our midst
.
"J. W." c,- to • 'loins. ui with the solo
idea of making a <'ivil Engineer out of
himself. With this purpose in view he
oast his lot with "Will Rogers" and pro-
ceeded to survey the countryside. Bj
applying himself diligently "J.W." has suc-
ceeded in accomplishing his purpose, and
may truh call himself a Civil Engineer.
Though "J.W." kepi his purpose in view,
he did not lot it inioif. to with other more
pleasanl duties, for he has boon known to
make week-end trips to see members of
the "fairer-sex."
"J.W.". we fool thai l>.\ your ability to
persevere at whatever task there is t.. do,
success cannot be denied you. and we hope
to hoar of Mm being at the top in your
chosen profession in a short time. We
shall watch you ami will always cherish
your remembrance. The host of luck to
you always.




'Truly (,rru! is he,
II ho ovei selj alliums mastery''
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Columbian Literary Societ] : Student Branch
\ i k E : Chester Count) Club; Friendship l oun






The Electrical world lias held a strong
appeal for this lad for a long period. It
could not be more befitting than that he
chase the "coulombs" with us. He is
quiet and is a master of his own affairs.
"Tar-mi" is oxer ready to help a fellow
out of trouble. He is the constructive type











'Be a friend to all. but love only one."
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant;
Secretary and President 'Palmetto Literary So-
ciety; A.S.C.E. ; Dancing club; Fairfield Countj
Club; First Class Gunner, Howitzer Platoon,
R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.
In
years, wo wi
short space of time as four
,ho have been associated with
"Bill" have learned to appreciate the glow
that has been shed upon us from his life.
The sincerity and purity of his friendship
have predominated our acquaintance with
him in the most pleasing manner. When
you. stranger, have come into contact with
the glow of his friendship, you will have
found one Of life's most preeioUS jewels, a
true friend.
"Bill's" entry into Clemson was not
glaring nor spectacular, neither has his
staj been spent in meteoric splendor, but
where is the greal man whose life was
one great flare. The lives of such men an




we may call to pay a visit in
'Bill," max we find that Life
n you and yours most bounti-
LEWIS BOYD BLAKENEY
Lancaster. S. C.
"Every man has in himself a continent of
undiscovered character. Happy is he
a ho acts the Columbus of his own soul."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; First Lieutenant; Sec
retary and President Columbian Literary Society ;
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet : President Bible Class Lead-
ers ; Friendship Council '23-'24-'25 ; Bible Class
Leader '23-'24-'25 : Newspaper Correspondent
Club; A.I.E.E. ; Senior Dancing Club; Vice-Presi-
dent Lancaster County Club ; Welter-weight Box-
ing Champion Fourth Corps Area ; Cross-Count r\
Team; Track Team; Swimming Team; Scrub
Basketball; .Member of Boxing Team; Rifle
Marksman, Pistol Sharpshooter. R.O.T.C., Camp
McClellan, Ala.; Christian Endeavor Society;
.bike Editor of Chronicle '25.
A little girl's sky was beclouded while
.all Lancaster was somewhat enveloped in
a veil of mourning, when "Blake" broke
loose for Clemson. Lancaster's loss was
Clemson's gain however, for he quickly
made his presence fell here by his person-
ality and thoUghtfulneSS of others. lie
chose Electricity as his major study anil
lo thai end devoted his untiring energy.
Anyone gazing upon the unscarred face
of "Blake" would never dream of a pugilist.
However, he demonstrated his ability in the
manly art while at camp. In addition,
"Blake" has fought like a time Tiger to
do his bit for his Alma Mater on the track.
His four years having been completed, his
career, in our minds, is crowned with gold-















Pageland. S. ( !.
"Be what you are."
TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Sergeant; Captain; President
Chesterfield Countj Club; Member oi Textile So
cletj ; Winner oi Medal for Highest Machine Gun
Score .it Camp MeClellan, R.O.T.C, Fourth Corps
Area '24.
Gifted with n genial personality, "Blake,"
as he is known by his man; friends, has
made for himself a reputation since com-
ing to Clemson that will stand in the hearts
of those wlm knew him long after college
days are over. Always eager to help his
friends. . always ready to lend his supporl
to any enterprise thai would advance Ids
school, "Blake" is the kind of man that
we like to call a true son of Clemson. While
not a finished scholar, he has ever been
able to stand above the line that bounds
Success and failure in class-r i work. In
student activities he has 1 n faithful and
earnest, never failing to fulfill the part he
was given tn perform. May his success in
after life be as brilliant as thai which he
has attained sojourning at Tigertown.
THOMAS WMJI-'W BONNER
Pacolet, S. C.
"I'crir, tion is not found in num.
Though educated well;
Id do just ri^hi In nevei can,
Because poor Adam fell."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Privati ; Sergea at ; I irst Lieutenant :
Pi esidenl Squti i e and Compass Club : C >iun:
iiiui Literan Society, Junior Critic 24,
Treasurer '25 : Baptist Choir '22-'23-'24 '25;
President Spartanburg Countj Club '25; R.O.T.I .
Camp MeClellan, Ala.; Clemson College Hand
22 '23-'24
To know Tom is to be acquainted with
a g 1 fellow and a true gentleman. A
big heart, a generous disposition, coupled
with hard work and sincerity won I'm- Tom
many friends while at Clemson, and the
same attributes will carry him to success
in life.
Tom came to Clemson in the fall of '21
and immediately cast his lot with "Crip,"
and ever since he has pursued the elusive
electron with determination and zeal.
Siimc da.\ we hope to hear of some great
work he has performed in the electrical
u orld.
Fur being aide to "skin" reveille with-
out being caught bj the "Army." Tom be-
came the envy of "Peeks Boys", who had
to smother a yawn, grab a shirt, a pair
of trousers, and push out in the cold to











"B'V tAz'nA; /oo »n/c/; 0/ wAal others think;
too little oj what we ought i<> </<>.'
TEXT! LE ENGIN EERING
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Calhoun Literarj Society. Junior Critic '-I
Senior Critic '25, President Third Term '_"> ; Win
ner t'.D.C. Medal '24; Y.M.C.A. Cabinet '23;
friendship Council '23; Bible Class Leader; Tex-
tile Society; Student Volunteer Convention '22;
President State Students Y.M.C.A. Council '25;
Cosmopolitan Club; Tar Heel Club 'l.: ; Machine
1,1111 Marksman, Camp McClellan, Ala.
To those wIki know him not, the name
will mean bul little; but to us who have
lived with him, the name Booker will a]
ways bring I" our inimls a familiar say-
ing: "Slick- in there and fight 'em."
Booker came to Clemson with th<' s,,lc
idea of making a Textile Engineer of him-
self, and has successfully overcome all the
obstacles that the engineering faculty plac-
ed across his path. He may nol become
an Edison, thereby startling the world by
his inventions, but his "Bull dog" tenacitj
and determination will put him at the t > 1
of any height he chouses tn climb.
His pleasing personality has won for
him a host of friends whose ultimate de-




"Kicks nri/v raise dust and not crops from
the earth."
HORTICULTURE
Special Student ; Business Manager Horticulture
Society ; Richland County Club.
"Brock." as he is called by those who
know him, did not join our ranks until
the fall of '23. Me entered Clemson as a
Sophomore, but due to his unusual ability
he has been able to double-up on his work
and in thai way get his "sheep-skin" with
the (dass of '25.
Having traveled quite a bit before en-
tering clemson and having had plenty of
experience, Brockman has learned to be
satisfied with nothing but the best—and
that he usually gets, being one of the out-
standing members of his class.
1 rock decided to ji in the 1 inks f the
horticulturists and aid in producing better
fruits. Unlike the rest of us. he .already
has his "better half" so lie is ready to
settle down to wink in his orchards near
( 'oliiinbia.
A hail fellow well met is "Brock." His
ability to mix with the fellows litis won
him many friends lie litis 110 enemies
—
who will remember him for a long time.







"A tiger born, a tiger bred, ivhcn 1 die—a
tiger dead!"
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Lieutenant
Colonel: Cross-Countrj Team '22 '23 -1 '25;
Track Team ':>:! : Glee Club '24 '25; Block "C"
Club; A.S.C.E. '24 -'25; Calhoun Literary So-
ciety; Friendship Council '23-'24-'25; Senior Re-
ception (' tnittee for Athletic Teams: Junior-
Senior Decorating Committee '- 1 : Marksman.
Camp McClellan, Ala., R.O 'l I
From earlj boyhood Buck lias dreai 1
of being a military officer. In his high
school days he planned to go t" the Citadel,
but in the fall of '-1 he decided to casl
his lot with tlic Clemson Tigers. N e
knows where Buck acquired Ins military
inclinations, bul since his landing at Tiger-
town, the fighting blood of his forefathers
has pushed him forward until now he holds
the rank of Lieutenant Colonel in the Cadet
Corpi—and a popular Colonel is he.
Buck is a jack-of-all-trades and is verj
good at all of them. He has ,| well in
every phase of college activities at Clem
son. He is an outstanding member of the
Glee <'luli and the College Quartet Buck
has been on three state champion cross-
country teams, and has taken an active




"Ij ti task is am < begun, never leave ii till
it's done:
lie the labor great or small do it it ell 01 not
at all."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Captain; Basket-
ball ':.':!-'_':: 1\ '25; Track Tram '22-'25 W
ol R. W. Simpson Medal '24; President of Char-
leston Count] Club; Student Member of A. I E.E
Bob. commonly known as "Funny" to
Ips fellow students, is another oi f those
men from the city -by-t he-sea accustomed to
the water around the "Battry" ; he decided
to follow the current when he came to
Clemson. As a chaser of molecules
"Funny" is right there with the goods.
'•Funny" is full of wit ami always me?ts
his fellow students with a smile. The name
"Funny" was given him because of tic
number of bright remarks he is always
pulling.
Bob is one of t he i Japta ins in King Cole's
army, and is one of the outstanding men
of the regiment. He is not only a military
man. hut is one id' the stars of his sect
This is shown by the number id' men who
come to him for his opinions on the solu-
tion of some of Crip's problems ami ex
periments.
Thirty-One,
Kl GENE FRANKLIN CARTEE
Liberty, S. C.
"Belter do than dream; better be than seem."
TEXTILE EN( : I N EERING
Private: Corporal: Private; Second Lieutenant;
Track Team '22 -'24 -'25 ; Block "C" Club ; Pick-
ens County Club '22-'23-'24-'25 ; Textile Societj
'22-'23-'24-'25 ; Machine Gun Company, R.O.T.C.,
C icp McClellan, Ua.
Whole hearted and true hearted. What
more could be said of anyone? The four
years that Eugene spent in our midst were
years of friendship, and we have ever found
liiiu true to the principles of lift'.
Eugene hails - from Liberty and that
little town ran well be proud of this son
who upheld so nobly the fighting Tiger
spirit. For three years Eugene was a star
performer on the track team and never
failed to give his best to bring victory to
his Alma Mater.
From the fact that Eugene goes off on
week-ends to see one of the "fairer sex"
and from the numerous letters he receives
written in a feminine hand, we rather sus-
pect that he might soon he tempted to em-
bark upon the matrimonial seas.
Eugene, your friends of the class of '25
are confident that with your personality,
intelligence, and well known ability to work.
success can not he denied you. Here's






FR VNCIS LINDEN CARY
Seneca, S. C.
"Jo obtain success through the pursuit oj
the must worth} ideals."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Senior Literarj Critic and Recording Secretarj
of Columbian Literary Society ; Vice-President
Oconee Counl Club : Member A I E.E. and
A.S.M.E. : Vice-President Concert Orchestra ; Solo
Piccolo, Band; Kifle Marksman, R.O.T.C, Ca ui>
McClellan. Al--i.
Among the three hundred and thirty-
eighl "new boys" who matriculated at
Clemson in the fall of -1 was a young
lad from Seneca— Francis Cary, and well
may the "ole home town" be proud of him.
Aspiring to i dlitary honors, he joined
the band and there won distinction by be-
ing the leading man in the piccolo section
for four years.
"Teater" chose to be a disciple of "Crip,"
and lias allowed nothing to come between
him and the mastery of his course in
Electrical Engineering. Indeed, this is one
of his outstanding traits, the ablity to
stick tn a thing until he has accomplished
his purpose. He is quiet and unassuming,
and by his pleasing personality has made
scores of friends at Clemson. Above all,
he is a man.
The class of '25 wishes you the greatest
of success. Cary. A continuance of those
traits which have characterized your col-
lege career is bound to brin}; achievements
which will ho a credit to your class and
to your Alma Mater.
LITHER GORDON CAUSEY
Chadbourn, N. C.
"// lull (I man holds behind his teefh hurls
neither himself nor anyone else."
HORTICULTURE
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Wade Hampton Literarj Society; Horticultural
Society; Agricultural Society; Ommatidia So-
ciety; Horry County Club; Machine Gun Experl
With Highest Seme. Cine. McClellan. Ala.; Win-
ner Norris .Medal '-'<.
"Cueball" immigrated to Clemson from
the independent republic of Horry in the
fall of 1'.>-!1 and although his folks, during
his college years have moved over the
border into Tarhelin. he is still a loyal
South Carolinian at heart.
"L. G." is a thorough student. Not a
"plugger," as at times we have suspected
—but one who believes in "understanding
all he knows about it"; ami he has made
an enviable record in scholarship which
ranks him with the highest men in his
(dass.
"L.G." has concentrated his energies to
the seeking of Horticultural knowledge. He
is possessed with the idea of transforming
his native state into a veritable garden of
Eden—to strew the land with fruit—an or-
chard on every country place to add to the
satisfaction of life, and enhance the charm
of the open country.
And. if a wish will help you <>u
your way. may you succeed in thai. ''Cue-
ball," my lad !
Thirty-Three
Jack (Mine sprinting to as in the fall of
1921 with the same dash that was to show
up later againsl many track and basketball
trams.
It would take several volumes to express
the esteem with which we hold .lack. The 1
class of '25 would be incomplete without
him. Always cheerful, and with a readj
smile, he is one of the most popular mem-
bers of I he class.
He justly deserves the high place he
holds in the student body, for his sterling
lharacter, menial worth, and natural ability
bave been recognized by everyone with
whom he has come in coot act
Jack easily masters his different studies
and has always Stood high in his scholastic
work.
Merc's to you, "old boy", may you al-
way he as good a man in life as you have
I n in college.
IK UN WALKER CHAPPELL
Jenkinsville, S. C.
"/) hen a in/in hasn't anything to say, that's
the best time to say it."
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Vice-President Fairfield County Club; A.S.M.E.
;
Baseball Team '23-'25 : Block "C" Club.
"Chap" decided that the village of Jen-
kinsville could do without its champion
whittler for a while ; so he cui a new pair
of grape-vine suspenders and headed for
the hills. We think that he was inspired
to take mechanical engineering hy the whin-
ing and wheezing of the Blue Ridge loco
motive that brought him on his journe5
as far as Cherry's. I lis greatest character-
istic is determination. He wouldn't let
even a broken leg kepi him from stealing
second base in his first game of varsity
baseball. He is quiel and unassuming; hut
"still waters run deep," and we are ex-
pecting great tilings of this lad in the fu-
ture. Luck to you. "Chap"; may the besl










W \I)K H WII'TON COBB
Columbia, S. C.
"II hen the great Miner comes in write
against your name,
l/r writes not that Mm a mi or lost, but hou
you played the game."
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant;
Freshman Honor Council; Agricultural Society;
Capital Cits Club; Secretarj and Treasurer Rich
•-> ncl Counts Club '24; \ Ice Presidi nl Rii
Counts Club '25 : Hull Club" ; Animal Husbandrs
Judging Team .11 Southeastern Fair; Infantri
Unit, R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala. ; Pistol
Rifle Marksman.
Wade, ill" possessor of an attractive
personality and :i sunny disposition, has
gained a host of friends during his staj at
Clemson and has well earned the nan f
"hail fellow well met."
"T.\." is a true Southern gentleman im-
bued with a high spirit of honor, friend-





he. 'II I lie leasl
ways been able
mi all occasions.
Wade Hampton, you go from us with
record none can reproach, the love, the es-
teem, and the admiration, and the i„. i
wishes of the entire class surely success
and happiness await you.
his h.t with the •hull" men.
an able and efficient student
line of work. Studies have
of his worries, having al-




FOI>n\l III ME COLBER1
\nlinore, Okla.
"Life is a succession oi doors in he rinsed.
and never re-opened."
TEXTILE IMH STIilAI. EDUCATION
Privati . Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant;
President Senioi Class ; Captain Basketball ]
Cosmopolitan Club; Football Squad _'l '22 23
'24; Varsity Basketball '22 .' : '24 '25; Track
Squad '23 '24-'25 ; Textile Societs : R.O T (
Camp McClellan, Ala.
During his -year sojourn with us
"Pinkie" has lived well and laughed often.
He intends doing much living when he goes
back home; thus his success is assured.
Besides being a good student, "Pinkie"
is a star in track, football, and basketball.
He is undaunted by superior opposition.
ami as captain of the basketball team, his
indomitable courage and mere presence has
upon repeated occasions inspired his team-
mates to fight on when there was nothing
in them except the will which said to them.
"fight mi."
One touch of "Pinkie's" humor makes
the whole eadet corps grin : but this is no
indication that he has no studies, medita-
tions, or superior thoughts, for in reality
he has ,, man's head. But beneath this
man's head is a hoy's heart overflowing






Silver Street, S. C.
"Evil to him who thinks evil, and good to
him who thinks good"
Private; Private; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant;
Saluda c tj Club ; Secretary .mil Treasurer
'24
: Pice-Presideni '25; student Chapter .vs.
C.E. ; R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.
This true Tiger comes from the wilds of
Saluda County. In the fall of 1921
"Kinky'* decided to see the world through
a transit. So he selected Clemson for his
school, to pursue that course of study.
"Kinky", as we know him, will do what he
says he will do. He is a loyal Tiger, a
sincere friend, .and above all—a gentleman.
That outstanding touch of kindness and
friendship that we all admire, is certainly
a consummation devoutly to be wished by
everyone. With all these traits and an
excellent character, "Kinky" has the do-
mination to win against any odds. With
that spirit of ability he cannot lose. We.
as Clemson men. regret very much the
losing of this deai- friend. However, we
believe that success will he his highest am-
bition in whatever he may undertake.
Here's wishing you the best of luck, and




Silver Street, S. C.
"Do your duty, and do it well;
If hat mare can anyone do?"
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Sergeant- Major; Captain;
Member o( Students Chapter A.S.C.E. ; Vice-
President Saluda County ('lull '24; President
Saluda County Club '25; Chairman .Tunior-Sen-
ior Decorating Committee '24 ; R.O.T.C. Camp
McClellan. Ala.
In the fall of '21 Silver Street lost one
of its fair representatives. "Vic", as he is
known to every man at Clemson, stopped
over at Clemson for




"Vic" has quite a lot
tism about him. and naturally he has made
a host of friends during his stay at Clem-
son. He stands high in his scholastic
work, and never has any difficulty in mas-
tering his studies. He is well-known and
admired by both the students and the fac-
ulty.
In spite of all these fine qualities, "Vic"
has a weak spot that is liable to cause
him to fumble. He carries on such a wide
correspondence with girls in various towns
that we are afraid that his greatest ambi-
tion will he the building of a little bunga-






T asJ, -svi *'^
Tf
"Smile and the world smiles with you
TEXTILE ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Drum-Major; Captain; Tex
tile Society; First Sergeants Club; Sophomore,
Junioi . and Senior Dancing < luba : I losmopolitan
Club '21 '22 23 '24 : Greem < itj Club '24 '25.
"P.W." was one of the firs! men in tin'
class of '25 i" witness the beautj of the
old clock tower as it loomed into \\>-\\
across I he bills of I Icoi
His purpose was to make college every-
thing thai it should be. His success along
this line has I n marked. His friends are
many, true and tried. Those who wish him
success, are all who know him. Besides
winning the friendship of the cadets, "P.
W." h:i ~ won the admiration of all the
"farr sex" who have been lucky enough to
knew him.
Dreams! All great men are susceptible
to the malady of dreams. "P.W." began
his dream of conquering the textile world
September thirteenth, 1921. For four long
years he has held fasl to his ideals. He
has fought and won everj battle including
the historic struggle of "Organic Chem-
istry-"
Now, "l'.W.". as we bid the dear old
college 'lays adieu. I wish you everything
that makes for the better.
Thirty-Seven
JOHN FK \\k CORBIN
Walhalla, S. C.
"It you have limit castles in tin- air. iwu
u ork is not lost ;
that is a Inn- the) should be; nou put
foundations under them."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Palmetto Literarj Society; Oconee Countj Club;
American Legion; A.E.F. Club; Agricultural So
i letj
John believes in the lucky number 13
since five important events occurred to
him cm the 13th "I' the month. He enlist-
ed in the armj '>n the thirteenth of June.
left camp for port of embarkation on the
thirteenth of May and landed at Calais,
France, exacts one month later on the
thirteenth of June ami one year from en-
listment. It was on the thirteenth of
April, 1919, that he landed back in the
TJ. S., at Charleston, S. C. And he also
began his rehabilitation training on April
13, 1921.
.1 • • 1 1 1 1 expects t" teach Agricultural Edu-











"He who lives without jolly is not so wise
as he thinks.'
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant;
Recording Secretary Wade Hampton Literary So-
ciety; Hil'le Class; Bible Class Leader '23-'24-'-
25; Active Member Y.M.C.A. ; Marion County
Club; Friendship Council '23-'24-'25.
This hearty lad entered Clemson in the
fall of -\ with the determination of ac-
quiring :m education. He lias kept the
faith, fought a good fight, and won the
victory. Herbert is a good worker and
dues 1 1 1 >( believe in putting off until tomor-
row thai which can he dune today.
While here. Herbert has won a host of
friends. To know him is to like him. He
is always ready to help those who are in
trouble. We will always hold a warm
place in our hearts for him. He is .also
quite popular with the Ladies. The girl
who is fortunate enough to win this young
man will he fortunate indeed, tor she will
have not only a real man. hut one with a
big heart.
With his strong determination, keen
ability, winning personality, ami generous
disposition, we can predict nothing hut




''Love many, trust few, but always paddle
your own canoe."
ENTOMOLOGY
Private: Private; Private; Second Lieutenant:
Williamsburg County Club; Senior Dancing Club;
Wade Hampton Literary Society; Junior Literary
Critic, Si-nifir Literary Critic Horticulture So-
ciety; Ommatidia Chili; Bible class: Williams-
burg County Club. President '25 : "K.P." Club.
Company B, Camp McClellan, Ala.
"Bebe," as this fair lad is known to his
classmates, came rolling into Tigertown on
a beautiful September morn in the fall of
'21 with the sole purpose of preparing
himself for his future life.
"Bebe" hails from Cooper and we be-
lieve that Cooper suffered a severe loss
when he left, but her loss was our gain.
Early in his college career "Bebe" de-
cided that the lure of "bug" chasing was
too strong to resist; so he becai me of
Reed's disciples and joined "Nick's" happy
bunch of boll weevil chasers for the sum-
mer of 1 if.'.",.
"Bebe" is an earnest and faithful work-
er and stands high in his classes, lb' was
a member of the Track team in 1!)24 that
won the State Championship for Clemson.
Here's to you. "Bebe" : we predict great
things for you in the future, and judging
from your achievements among the "fair






I fiester, S. C.
"/'</ rather have the love oj n true girl,
Than nil the riches oj the world."
i:i,K( TRICAI ENGINEERING
Private: orporal; Sergeant; Major; Active Wen
b< r "i Y M C.A. : Membei i !hi ster Count s Club :
Secretary-Treasurer Chester Count] Club; U.O.
T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.
"Major" Eared forth from the city of
Chester in the year '20. He had heard
thai tin' Tigers were a group of real nen
an.
I
he decided to lake his training ai
Clemson. After lie hail gotten away from
home, he became *-,, home ids thai be de-
cided to take as short a course as possible
and gel through with college. Lie look the
One-Year Agricultural course and grad-
uated thai year with high honors. He
made up his mind thai he would come back
the aexl year and take electrical engineer-
ing.
"Major's" scholastic record shows 'hal
he has chosen a course in which he is
deeply interested. He is uot only a g I
student. Imi he is a sir, mt; pr ter of all
student activities. He has rnany Iriends
because he always stands up for the right
and is willing at all times in lend a help-
ing hand.
We would have great aspirations for
"Major" Imi we understand he gets a let-
ter from Pelzer every day. You ma\
never hi- a Steinmetz, "Major", hut we will
bet on yon !>t>i n« happy in .lune.
Thirty-Nine
REGIN \I.D LEON DK KS
Lakeland, Fla.
"You cannot expect more oj life than you
put int<} It."
ARCHITECTURE
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Palmetto Literarj Society; Y.M.C.A.; Architec
tural s< icu-t \ ; Member Beaux Art Societj ; Camp
McClellan, Ala.
This is he. "Reggie", the lad who hails
from the land where the 'gaters and orange
blossoms grow. While he has I n with
us. his rns\ cheeks and smiling countenance
have won for him many a score of friends
within tin' walls ..1' Tigerl >wn.
"Cellar" is an architect. As a cevoted
disciple of Lange, "Red," *ud "Doc," he is
I ked for a brilliant success in the realm
of Angelo and ('ass Gilbert. With his
practical side, his stickability, tind Dis love
for work, we can prophesj nothing hut
success for him.
And now, Reginald, at the parting of
the ways; we, your pals and fellow stu-
dents, unite in bidding you Hid -i 1 in
your career. -May your success be written
big, nut only in the building world, bill
even from the imbedded foundations to the
sweeping spires of achiev ml in the build
ing of your life, maj your ideals ever ring
true.
'Women are the bread of Life. I'm getting
hungry."
Private; Private; Private: Second Lieutenant;
Vice-Presidenl Marlboro Countj Club; Jail-Bird
Blub ; Machine Gun Sharpshooter, Pistol Marks-
man. K.O.T.C., Camp MeClellan. Ala. ; Member
of Athletic Association.
"Fletch" came to Clemson in the fall of
'20. but afterwards decided that there were
too many good fellows in the class of '24
to associate with, and east his lot with
our class. "Fletch" thinks that electricity
is traveling too slow at present and with
the aid of his course in electrical eugineer-
i'ng he hopes to electrify the world. We
hope sonic day that he may rival Edison
or Marconi, and may be able to call him-
self a "fair representative" of the on-rush-
ing town of McColl.
Not only has this lad made good in bis
cbisswork. but bis pleasant personality and
ready wit base won the admiration and
friendship of all who know him. He has
proved himself a man worthy of being
called a Clemson Tiger.
Here's to you, Fletch. As you venture
out into life may Lady fortune deal you








lime more than thou showesi and know
more than limit sayest.
TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Private; Corporal; Private; First Lieutenant;
Vice-President Calhoun Literarj Society ; Presi-
dent Darlington I onnl | I lub ; Associati M i
"Tiger" '24; Circulation Managei "Tiger" '25;
Dancing Club '23-'24-'25; Secretarj Calhoun
Literarj Society '23-'24-'25 ; Textile Societj ; Bible
Class Leader; Fi Iship Council; Rifle .Marks-
nun. R.O.T <'.. (amp McClellan, Ala.
"Buck" came to Clemson in the fall of
'21 and ever since thai time has been a
popular member of our class. Upon ar-
riving at Clemson "Buck" casl his lot
mi g the sinkers of fame in the textile
world. To this end he has applied himself
diligently and is now ready to do lii- part
iii the world bj making use of his chosen
profession.
To know "Buck" is to like him, as is
evident by Ids host of friends. He is true
to all, doing always what he thinks right
and usually thinking correctly. "Buck"
is one of those men on whom you ran de-
pend to do what he says he will do. He
is a friend Indeed and never is he too busy
to help a friend in need.
"Buck" has taken an active part in col-
lege activities. This is shown by his un-
tiring work on the "Tiger" staff. Thus,
we see thai "1'iuek" ha- nut only been
efficient in his class work, but has proved
himself a loyal Tiger in many respects and
( 'leiusi.ii will feel i he loss of him.
BARTON WooDW Uil) FREELAND
Crowley, La.
Forty-One
'Life is but <t grindstone, and whether it
grinds n man down or polishes him up,
depends <oi the stuff lie's made of."
Private ; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant;
Pn sident JT.M.C A. '25 ; Y.M.C.A Cabinet '23-
'24 '25; Bible Class Leader; Sunday School
Teacher; Friendship Council; nine Ridge Dele-
gate '22; Young Peopli I inference Delegate '22;
Student Volunteer Convention Delegate in In-
dianapolis '23; 1'resident Cosmopolitan Club;
Vice President Columbian Literary Societj : Cor
responding Secretary Agricultural Society; R.O,
T i „ Camp McClellan, Ala.
This young man hails from Louisiana
After completing his high school days, he
decided to come to South Carolina to finish
his education.
Barton is an agronomist. Through his
strung determination and hard work he
has won the esteem of till who know him.
lie is the constructive type of lad of which
Clemson is proud. His wonderful person-
ality and friendly demeanor have won a
vast number of friends. Since he has fol-
lowed the agron y section he is doomed
to grow rice on the prairies of Louisiana.
We know that his ability and determina-




I often regret my speech, but never my
silence."
TEXTILE ENGINEERING
i iiii.nui Literary Society; Textile Society;
American Legion; A.E.F. Club; Greenville Counts
Club ; Serges m in U.S. Ai my.
A self-made man and one who has plenty
of worldy experience before finishing his
college course, is this loyal Tiger. Free-
man entered college handicapped by a lack
of preparatory training, hut with that
same indomitable courage that carried him
through his nine months in action with the
A.E.F. , he lias conquered his academic
adversaries and is now ready to go oul
in the werld in possession of a college de-
William is one of our
army life extends over
years, during which lie
months overseas. Nine
months were spent in ad
ex-soldiers. His
a period of five
served eighteen
of these eighteen
m. he having par-
ticipated in fourteen battles. Experience
is a dear teacher, and as one of her pupils,
Freeman lias learned many things thai
could never he learned at any college.
lie has made a wonderful success at
Clemson and has the prospect of a very
brighl future before him. He has won
many friends and they are united in wish-
ing for him the hest that life can give.
^^s^«r ^r -fe *? V <r<2
BRYAN BOROUGHS GILLESPIE
Seneca, S. C.
"'/Vic motto of chivalry is also the motto of
wisdom ; serve all, but love only one."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; First Lieutenant; Sec-
retary and Treasurer Senior Class: Member Sopho-
more and Junior Honor Councils; A.S.M.E. : chair-
man AI.IO.lv: Recording Secretary and President
Columbian Literary Society; Winner of Debater's
.Medal, Columbian Literary Society : Oconee
County Club; Advertising Manager Chronicle;
Photograph Editor Taps '25 : First Class Gunner,
Machine Gun Company, R.O.T.C, Camp McClel-
lan. Ala.
The little cit.\ of Seneca gave up a
worthy son when "P. Square" decided to
enter Clemson in the fall of 1921. Since
that time he has gained many friends and
proved himself to he an earnest worker.
II,. has done much for his Alma Mater
and his fellow students.
After deciding that Electrical Engineer-
ing would he his major course, he deter-
mined to make this first stepping st,,i I'
Ins life a success. As a result he has been
a consistent "E" man. shooting all his
professors and leading the class for four
years.
"Buck" is a deserving and loyal son of
Clemson : he is capable, reliable, and in
every respect a gentleman. And with all
seriousness, we can say that he is an in-
telligent., hard and consistent worker.
These qualities, being the mettle of real






"Give me a bowl <>/ wine; tis sweeter than <i
maiden's kiss."
TEXTILE IMH STUI.u. I in CATION
Private : < mi poral ; Pi - and Li< utenanl ;
Tennis Team; Camp Tennis Champion in Singles;
Leader, Textil - Sophomore and
Senior Dancing Clubs; Kershaw County Club;
Satire Editor oi Taps '25 ; l; O.T.C., Camp Mc
Clellan, Ala.. Expert Pistol Shol
Sh, Listen!! To the story of :i cheerj
lad who came to Clemsou with great am-
bitions Inn wenl down like tin- II I.
"Ed" with much "pep" and some "rep"
has made a large number of friends. He
is ;i true friend, g I sport, anil a loyal
Tiger—whal more ei aid lie said of a man'.'
"Ed" is out for a v. I time and he will
try anything once and trust to luck for
results.
"G lair" loves tennis like a baby loves
milk and a few other things.
"Ed" "in best wishes follow you thi
nut your life. We hope that your ambition
will In' fulfilled si. that in tin- future you
will ^it before a crackling tin', imp pop-





IKin \l VJOR GOREE
Newberry, S. C.
"It's good to be merry and wise
It's ^, mil in In honest and true;
I ml before you're off with the old
It's best to be on with I In- new."
TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Honor Council; Textile Society; Dancing < int.
J. ji '25; Newberrj Countj Club '22 '23 J l '25;
Bil h Class; Cadet Hand '22 '23 J I '25 : "Jail-
Bird" (lull 1 Rifle I Pistol Marksman, R.O.T.C
i amp McClellan, Ala.
Allow me i" present to you "Iky" Goree.
He i- a ladies man and ran often be seen
with some of the "fair sex" by Ids side.
"Iky" has a magnetic lure about him
Upon entering Clemson he decided to
make Textile Engineering Ins life work.
lie was vi'i-.\ successful as a "lint-head,"
Imt soon found that Industrial Education
was better suited for a man of his ability.
"Iky" has l o a consistent makei "i
l: I marks in his academic work, lie i-
an earnest worker ami has mastered the
tasks which have l put before him. To
know him is to [ike him lor he has all the
merits that go with the making of a gentle
man.
He has served four successful years with
the hand and has proved himself to be a
ii I musician as well as a scholar.
"Iky." we wish you the hoi of luck in
your future work'. Ma.\ SUCCeSS he yours




"They say true love is a blessing."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
President Abbeville County Club '25 ; Joke Editor
"The Tiger" 'l'.'i ; Historian Senior Class; Cheer
Leader '25; Junior-Senior Decorating Committee
'24; Secretary and Treasurer Abbeville County
('lull '21; Pistol Marksman, K.O.T.C., Camp Me
Clellan, Ala.; Abbeville County Club '21-'22;
Dailj Correspondent Club '24-'25.
Don'1 laugh too hard, fellow reader, when
you look at tlie above photograph. Natur-
ally you can't help letting a few guffaws
of mirth escape.
Clemson has been laughing with, as well
as at Paul Graves for four years. The
habit is hard to stop. Blessed, they say.
is he who spreads good cheer among his
fellowmen. Such being the case, this bov
from Abbeville is indeed thrice blessed,
for he keeps Tigertown roaring with sales
of laughter all the time.
Those who will, may have their learned
scholars, their financial wizards, their sol-
diers, their statesmen. Give us the man
with the hearty laugh, always seeing the
bright side of the case. Rise and take the
floor, Paul, and may your kind increase.





"Determination makes dreams come true."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Cherokee Counts club; Member A.I.E.E. ; Com-
pany Football; Member Bible Class; R.O.T.C.,
Camp McClellan, Ala.
From the stirring town of Gaffney this
young lad hurst forth into the limelight of
Clemson. It was in the fall of '21 that he
fell into our ranks, and the long dream of
his life to become an Electrical Engineer
began fulfillment. Willi earnestness and
hard work, lie has shown forth as a star ai
night aiming the electrical group.
Hall, or "R.E." as we know him. chose
the course he best could follow, and has
been a consistent worker. During all his
valued moments "R.E." found time for
pleasure and time to help his fellow-stu-
dents. The electricals are proud to num-
ber him in their ranks.
Here's to you. "R.E.", may you some-
day find something in your line that will
add to life a blessing and make living a








WILLI \\I ANDERSON II UMBRIGHT
King's Creek, S. C.
"Smile, and the world smiles with you,
frown, and you frown alone."
DAIRYING
Private; Private; Private; Captain; President
Cherokee Count] Club; Secretary, Literary Critic,
and Vice-President Palihetto Literary Societj :
Agricultural Socletj : Y.M.c.A. : Friendship Coun-
cil; Bible Class; Delegate Student Volunteei
Convention, Indianapolis, [nd. '-:: ; Judging Team
National Hairy Show, Milwaukee, Wis. '24.
One September morn in L921 the Grover
brass band played " 'Till We Meet Again"
as the train polled out bearing of its
promising young citizens away to Clemson.
Although "Hi-Pocket" is small of statue
he is "large" in determination and is cer-
tain tn attain great success in the Dairy
World.
Men have wondered why "Hi-I'ockei"
lias ascended t<> such military heights. The
whole secret lies in the fact that he lives
within gun-shot of the famous King's
Mountain Battle Ground. His ancestors
were also great military leaders, in the
Revolutionary and Civil Wars. The lat-
ter accounts for his leadership. Therefore,
according to Genetics, Captain Hambright
Could tint have lieen anything else hut a
military man. due In his heritage and en-
vironment .
J A NIKS CI.Ol I) II \KDEN
Chester, S. C.
"To he polite is tn do <iiul say the kindest
things in the kindest way."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private: Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Scrub Baseball '23-'24 ; Vice President ('luster
County Club; Activi Member Y.M.C.A.; Pistol
Marksman, It T.C., Camp McCIellan, Ala.
".I.e." is the kind of man who makes
many friends hut never tin enemy. His
winiiinn' smile and ready laugh are a
source of pleasure to all who know him.
He entered ('lenismi with the avowed
intenti if becoming an Electrical Engi-
i r. Although he has never been in dan-
ger of a nervous breakdown from over-
study, he has put forth his untiring efforts
i" attain his objective, and righl well has
he succeeded.
Although he may not be classed as a
star athlete, he has made many others fight
hard fur their places mi I he diamond, ('hiss
work ciuiies first with him. hill 'lis ru-
mored that he always finds time to write
that fair maiden hack home.
We predict that Clou
early lead up to tin
achievement.












"Nature puts forth her gentlemen, and man-
archs must gii>e place."
HORTICULTURE
Private; 'Private; Private; First Lieutenant;
Vice President Y.M.c.A. ; Recording Secretarj
Y.M.C.A.; Y.M.c.A. Cabinet; Cross-Country Team
'23 -'24; Track Team '24-'25 ; Columbian Literary
Society; Treasurer Agricultural Society; Presi-
lent Horticultural Society; Vice-President Orange-
burg Counts Club '24 'Jr. : Block "<"' Club; Bible
Class Leader; Friendship Council; Y.M.C.A.
Editor Tiger; R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala.
'1'his fail- headed boy entered Clemson
with lnii one idea in his head— t ake
good. Tommy, ole man, our hats are off
t<> you, for v"ii have a college record <>i'
which any man might be proud.
A wearer of the much coveted block
"C" for two years, an honor which C es
id only the very select in each class; the
vice-presidency of the Y.M.C.A.. this honor
goes only to a man who is a Christian anil
a gentleman; the love and admiration of
his friends— lie has no enemies—this is the
reward of a man who does his duty and
"plays the game according to its rules'" re-
gardless of whether it means win or lose.
Tniuiii) you've 1 chosen as your life's work
the art id' beautifying "Old Mother Earth" ;
so all your classmates ask of you is that
you give to the world, what you gave to
your college for four Ions years—your besl !
GRAHAM EDWARD HAWKINS
Timmonsville, S. C.
"Anything north doing at all, is north doing
well."
DAIRYING
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
"Y" Cabinet; President of Palmetto Literarj Sm-
ciety; National Dairy Club: Friendship Council;
Bible Class Leader; Agricultural Society; R.O.
T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.
"Hawk-eye" came to us from the thriv-
ing town of Timmonsville. Truly Tim-
monsville lost a fine young lad when he
Left his home for Tigertown. He cast his
lot anions the "Dairy-maids" and though
not being crowned with "E's", has done
some g I work. lie showed his "sluff"
here by making the judging team at the
National Dairy Show held at Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
During his stay at Clemson. "Hawk"
has made many friends among the profes-
sors and cadets as well as among the fairer
sex. He has taken his part in the works
of the "Y" and has lead a Bible Class for
three years. When he first came to Clem-
son, he kept rather close hut during his
latter two years, he changed into tpiite a
"sheik" among the campus girls; however,
he never Eorgol the fair .me that he left
behind.
"Hawk". 1 1 1 ; i \ there lie worlds of success
in the future for you and yours. We look
to .\ou for great things.
Forty-Six
>&&&&&
SAM1 1.1. ELLSWORTH HMIMON
Columbia, S. C.
"Man nun hold all sorts of posts, if he'll
only hold his tongue."
TEXTILE ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Class Boy
Scout; President Wade Hamilton Literarj Societj ,
Captain Baseball Team '25; Varsity Football '21-
'22-'23-'24; Varsitj Baseball '23-'24-'25; Member
of Wrestling and Boxing Team; Honor Council;
Block "C" Club; Capital Citj Club; Track '21;
Basketball '22; Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs;
"Wampum" Cluli and Club Foot ; Textile Societj :
Middle-Weight Champion of Fourth Corps Ana,
Howitzer Expert, K.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.
The name plate which appears in con-
nection with the above "map" has long
since ceased to be representative of the
facial terrain for which it was dedicated.
This advertisement is better known to its
friends and eo-horts as "Pat," "Willie
Hicks," "Simple Simon," "F. Head." ana
various and sundry aliases too numerous
to set forth herein.
A glance at the h rs named above is
mute evidence of the wide field of activities
in which this lad has engaged. The capi-
tal city of the Palmetto colony should feel
proud to call him her own.
To his friends, Harmon is known as a
man of sterling character, strong in his
convictions, bui with it all he is a prince
of a good fellow. A gentleman and a
scholar is Harmon.
"Hatred stirreth up strifes: hut love covereth
all sins."
TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
United Veterans Bureau Trainee; Squan >
Compass Club; American Legion; Textile Society;
A.E.F. Club; Palmetto Literary Societj
Through a great amount of study and
hard work. Baxter, as he is known to his
many friends, has successfully kepi pace
with the excess work heaped upon his
shoulders, and has earned the right to be
called a true son of Clemson. Entering
college after a lapse of several years from
Ins school work, which time was partly
spent with the American Expeditionary
Force in its fight for democracy, Baxter
showed his mettle by remastering the fun-
damentals, and by conquering the advani
elements of thai Indefinite quality known
as Education. If he shows the same de
termination and desire to sue,- I after he









"Postpone your worries until tomorrow and
you'll have none today."
TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant;
Textile Society; Sumter County Club, Vice-Presi-
dent '25; Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs; Mem-
ber Athletic Association: Rifle Marksman, Pistol
Marksman. Camp McClellan, Ala.
Charles is a product of Sumter. He
came to Clemson in the fall of 1921 and
decided to cast his lot with the Textile.
In the elass r n he has (lone much to his
Credit. If hard work and ability make for
anything in life, he will make a success
and we are confident that when weighed
in the balance, he will not be found want-
in;;.
He is a true friend and a lad of unusual-
ly good disposition. During his four veni-
al Clemson he has made many friends who
wish him the besl of luck in life. Charles
has a peculiar fondness for Anderson and
"Her," and he spends many week-ends in
the nearby metropolis. It is whispered
that he has a serious case of "heart
trouble." Anyway, the balmy air around
Anderson Seems to act as a tonic.
Charles, old hoy. whatever you under-
take to do, you have our best wishes for
ti life of happiness and success.
JOHN RODERICK HELLER
Seneca, S. C.
"The world looks brighter jrom behind a
smile."
GENERAL SCIENCE
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Captain; Hand '22
23 '24-'25; Solo Cornet; Charter Member Concert
Orchestra '24-'25; Jungaleers Orchestra '25;
Senior Dancing Club; Sophomore Honor Council
'23; Chemistrj Science Club '24-'25; Newspaper
Correspondents (Tub '24; Oconee County (Tub
'22-'23-'24-'25 ; R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan. Ala.;
Pistol and Rifle Marksman : Business Manager
Hand '24.
In "Hod." we find one of the most sub-
stantial members of the Band. He has
risen from the rank of private to captaincj
of the best military band in the slate. His
magnetic personality lias won for him a
host of friends. "Rod's" wide field of ac-
tivity speaks only slightly of his numerous
achievements.
His ideals have been of the very highest
and he has won for himself a name worthy
of the strongest friendship. As a student,
he is a diligent worker; lie docs not know
the word failure. The people of Seneca
should lift their hats to "Rod" because he
lias not onh achieved the heights of mili-
tary renown, but he is a man par excellence
when it comes to scholastic duties.
There will always he a tender feeling in
our hearts for you. "Rod." when you de-
part from our midst to study medicine.
Just continue as a diligent student, a loyal
Tiger and a man. We predict for you a






''Agree ij you can : it not, dispute it like a
num."
ENTOMOLOGY
Private; Private; Sergeant; Sir ] Lieutenant;
President Entoraologj Society ; Agricultural So-
ciety; Block "C" Club; Presidenl Greenville
Count) Club; Greer club: R.O.T.C., Camp Mc-
cl iiih, Ala.; Sergeant-at-Arms ; Terrace Bridge
Club; Jail-Bird Club '22; Track Team '23 -I '23
Harold <li<l nol come from the proverbial
"briar patch," boil from a Little town next
door, known to us as Greer. To quench
his thirst for knowledge he came t" Clem-
son in the fall of l'.i'-'l and joined the "bug"
men, and is now an entomologist in the
true sense of tlie word. During his sopho-
more .-inil junior years Harold's military
imbitions would seriously interfere with
his morning sleep. Like some other great
men. he cast aside his honors and would
nol accepl a high position in his senior
year.
As a track man. Harold is par excellence.
In his sophomore year he earned his letter
as a pole vaulter on the Tiger track team.
Since that time he has held his own as a
vaulter. lie is also one of the outstanding
literary men of his section, never being
satisfied with less than an "I'',".
Harold has onlj one had habit. That
is winning the hearts of the ladies. He
thinks he has .me captured now. so all hut
Mildred may go on undisturbed.
SHALA \\ \I.TER HENRY
Timmonsville, S. C.
'Wo man is horn into this wt
is not born with him.''
rid n Imsi' a hi I,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Sergeant; Captain; Assistant
Manager Baseball 'J 1 ; Manager Baseball '25;
R O.T c . Camp McClellan, Ala. ; Corresponding
Secretary, and President Columbian Literarj So
ciety; Secretarj and Treasurer A.I.E E ; \ \t < a
Cabinet '23-'24 '25; Recording Secretary Y. M
C. A : "Tiger" Stafi '24; Florence County Club.
Behold! Another Steinmetz. When
"Little Dave" steps ,,ui of Clemson into the
field of volts and amperes, it will take
more than hard luck and disappointment
to lirevent him from crossing the goal mark-
ed "Success." "Dave" is a hard worker,
especially in electricity, and it takes a
mighty difficult problem to stall him.
"Dave's" activities in literary societj
work have enabled him to "tell the world"
W hat he thinks and w hat he wants, and
have helped him t.> achieve success with
many a fair lady.
Forty-Nine
Here's to you, "l>a\e.
may well he proud id' you
to your Chosen work and







"To know, to esteem, to lore—and then -to
port.
Mokes up Life's tale to many a feeling
heart."
ELE< TKllAl. KMIIN EERIN I i
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Captain; Secretary
and Treasurer Orangeburg County Club : Presi-
dent Orangeburg County Club: Junior Dancing
Club; Senioi Dancing Club; A.I.E.E. ; Jail-Bird
Club; R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala.
]).(>. is one of those fortunate young
men that the girls just can't resist. He
< irn: s tins responsibility with becoming
dignity, however, and never lets husinpss
interfere with pleasure. They say that
brains ami good looks are never found to-
gether, hut David is a living denial of thai
wise crack. It is well known to Campus
folks that "Pete" takes his afternoon exer-
cise by climbing the Hotel hill, and no one
is surprised to hear that he has smashed
feminine hearts galore. He has devoted
a proper part of his college years to the
pursuit of knowledge, feeling safe in the
assurance that honor and fame ... r.
him who acts well his part. We feel sure
that his ability and energy will bring him
every success in the future, and we send
with lii in the hope that every happiness will
ho his.
EDWVKI) SAMl EL HERLONG
St. Matthews, S. C.
"'
/ rare compound oj oddity, frolic, and fun
To relish a joke and rejoice at a pun."
AGRICULTTJRA1 CHEMISTRY
Private; Corporal; Private: Second Lieutenant;
Calhoun Literary Society; Sophomore, Junioi
Senior Dancing clubs Cross-i mntry Squad '-- .
Chemistry Science Club; (dee Club; Expert Mach-
ine Gunm i R.O T.C., Camp McClellan. Ala . I
beun County Club: President Calhoun County
Cluli -H ; H.X.1I. '24-'25 : President H.N.H. -2:,
Chemists are not always horn, some-
times they're made through hard work.
Tin- is •'Eddie'-" case. He came to the
lair of the Tiger with many other ambi-
tious young fellows who are anxious to
obtain an education. Analytical work be-
came one of his favorite specialties lie
has conquered and subdued main un-
knowns, one of these being the complexi-
ties of life. "Ed" has analyzed life ami
found that a smile, a glad hand, and a
ready wit keep away worry and bring unto
one innumerable friends.
"To lore and win is the best thing -
To lore and lose is the next best."
1- "Ed's" theory of love, and he is invul-
nerable to the wiles of the ladies. At
times, it seemed that one of his "affaires
du eneiii" would detract him from his
work, but not so. for he has the same idea
that many great men have and that i-
:
"'Work first and love afterwards."
Fifty
(^^^^^&^&&&&&^^^r& &W-*.
VLESTER G WlliKA HOLMES, JR.
Clemson College, S. C.
"Lit there, be justice, though the heavens
should fall."
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Private : Private; Private; Senior Private; li I) ('
,
.\ s M.E. ; A IK E. ; Oi om e I ounty Club.
Brought up under the shadow of Clem-
son, "Al" is indeed "Tiger Bred." A true
Tiger he is in everj sense of the word. For
six months of his Sophomore year he tried
barracks life in -I .tT McMahan's dashing
"D" Company, bul he has been a day
cadet most of his college career. Despite
this freedom to roam al will, "Al" retains
the distinction, rare among Clemson cadets,
of having failed to succumb to the "wiles
that in women are." Mechanical Engineer-
ing is liis chosen profession, and there is
little doubt that the powerful molecules
of steam and the throbbing engines of in-
dustry win jump cheerfully at his com-
mand.
JOSEPH SIMPSON IHH MES
Mountville, S. C.
"Success in life is determined by what you
do, not by uhat you say."
ANIMAL HI SBANDRY
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second I
Agricultural Societj : Carolina Literary Si
President Laurens Count] Club; Vice-President
Christian Endeai 3 23; Bible Class Lead
cr : Friendship Council; Pistol Marksman; R.O.
T I Camp McClellan, Ala.
"Joe" set -;i i 1 from Mountville in the fall
of -1 -the moment he hit Tigertown he
becai ue of us.
"Coach Joe" ha- chosen Animal Hus-
bandry as the field of work in which to
expand \n- overflow of energy. Judging
bj the enthusiasm and ability which he )i:i ~
put to play while mastering his profession,
we predict that he will overcome all ob-
stacles in later life and sweep t" the pin-
nacle of success.
This lad's optimism and ever-ready laugb
have drawn all of his associates verj close
i" him. They have learned i" admire the
firm stand he lias taken in upholding his
convictions, to value his loyaltj and hon-
esty, and to respect his reverence for God.
We can pay "Coach Holmes" no greater
tribute than to say that he is a prince of
a good fellow, a true friend, a loyal Tiger,

















\\ \LDO CARROLL HUFFMAN
Little Mountain, S. C.
"Why for tomorrow do men stay
II hen all of life is lived today?"
DAIRYING
Private; Private; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant;
Agricultural Society, Vice-President '24; Wade
Hampton Literary Society, Secretary '23; Vice
President '21. President '2".; Newberry Counts
Chili. Vice-President '24; Judging Team, Milwau-
kee. Wis.; Associate Circulation Manager Tiger
'2! '24
; H.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.; Dairy
Club.
"Huff" began his career with (lip class
of '24, but soon learned he was in the
wrong class and took a years' vacation.
Ho joined ns again in 1!)L'.'» and has seemed
very contented ever since, making friends
as the days go by.
lie cast his hat in the ring with the
dairymen and has been very successful in
his choice. He is an apt pupil and is much
liked by the faculty and students, as well
as by the fairer sex— this is his greatest
weakness. He leaves his mark in whatever
lie undertakes.
"Huff" has been a loyal "Tiger," taking
part in many college activities and working
for the advancement of Ids Alma Mater.
If he continues his record as he has begun,
we ar<> sure thai he will accomplish greal
things. So remember, "Huff", every mem-





"Determination makes dreams come true."
K LECTR]CAL EN ( i INEEIUNG
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant;
President Ex Bailey Club; Vice-President Bam-
berg «' 1 1 \ Club; Company Basketball; Companj
Baseball; R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.
I,o and behold! Here he is. folks, a
native sou. no. not of California, hut of
Denmark, the saw-mill district id' South
( 'arolina.
"Pluto" came to Cleinson in the fall id'
I'l from Bailee Military Institute anil
since then has more than made good in all
his work and recreation, including the far-
f lined atltOCl ill;- form id' niihtn\ f,o\:rn-
nieut at Clemson. We are expecting him
to enlist in the army as his life's work.
This work will suit him fine because he is
the Bantam rooster of the class of '25. He
is small in stature hut more than makes
up for it in his strong determination and
will-power. Some wise man said. "Brains
will rule the world." If so. "Pluto" will
at least he in the court. He has lost a
good home in Columbia, but his strong de-
termination and will-power have proven
the Salvation Army Motto. "You can'l keep
a good man down."
So here's to you. "Pluto." We are look-
ing for great things from you.
Fifty-Two
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LI CI I S JACKSON
Starr, S. C.
'Words without action arc like smiling at a
u oman in the dark."
Private; Private; Private; Captain; President
Anderson Counts Club; Varsity Football '21-'22-
'23-'24; Freshman, Sophomore, Junior and Senior
Bible Classes; n ir Council '23; "Bull Club";
Block "C" Club; R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala
'J'liis big-hearted, good-natured lad hails
from Starr, and litis is probably one reason
why be has l a such a shining light on
the gridiron for four years, where he earned
the title of "St >wall" Jackson. He was
picked for the all-state team two consecu-
tive years, and the all-Southern in L923.
During his slay tit Clemson "Jack" hus won
the est* i and friendship of all who have
known him, professors and fellow-students
alike, by his amiable disposition and no-
bilitj of character, ".hick" casl his lot
as .'i "Bull" man on entering Clemson, and
that time he has accumulated a great
of knowledge of the animal side, and
it wcndarful degrei of efficiency on the ver-
bal side of the subject.
Judging from the length and frequency
Of letters to Due West we believe Unit he
is seriously templating erecting a bun-
galow for two. We predict nothing other
than success for you. "Jack.''
Fifty-Three
LEE ROTHSCHILD WILLI \\I I \COBI
Greenville, S. C.
"All men eat, but only a few know the true
flavor of courage"
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private: Private: Second Lieutenant;
Rifle Team p22-'2 I '2 l '2 i : Rat Football : Com
panj Football; A.I.E.E. ; Radio Club '22; Green-
ville Cltj Club; Senior Dancing Club; Life Saver
A.R.C.; Jail-Birds Club; Boxing Team, Track
Team, Rifle and Pistol Sharpsl ter, R.O.T.C,
Camp McClellan, Ala.
He hails from the town of tall buildings
—this lad with the cheerful < itenance.
Finn- hni}; years ago he severed the ties
which bound him to "The Textile Center
of the Smith" and came falteringly to Clem-
son to knock at the doors of higher learning.
During his sojourn here. "Javelin Jake,"
as he is known to us, has made himself
universally known as a lover of sports,
from galloping dominoes down to chess, ami
has been an ardent aspirant for a berth
on several athletic teams. However, his
outstanding success has been in the shoot-
ing gallery, where his deadly aim litis made
him famous. "Jake's" one outstanding
hobby is photography. He is even seen <m
the athletic field and around the campus
shooting plays or scenes that are of intern t.
Fun-loving, care-free and full of life,







"You cant have too much of a good thing."
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Columbian Literarj Society; Fairfield County
Club; Methodist Choir; Freshman and Sopho
more Bible Classes; Athletic Association; Jail-
Bird Club; A.S.M.E.; Sophoi e, Junior, and
Senior Dancing Clubs ; Marksman, R.O.T.C., Camp
McClellan, Ala.
"Dicey," as all the boys know him, hails
from Winnsboro, a place famous for its
football stars. Charlie Robinson and Dutch
Tennant.
This lad's exciting experiences with auto-
mobiles—Chevrolets and Paiges in parti-
cular—aroused in him a consuming desire
to know something about the science of
.Mechanical Engii ring. He, therefore, in
the fall of -\ arrived al Tigertown where
;an to accumulate the knowledge be
desired.
"Dicey" lias been a bard and consistent
worker, and his four years here have been
idled with various kinds of activities. He
has I n a loyal Tiger and has made many
friends anion;; the fair sex. and from the
numerous letters he receives, we have a
strong suspicion thai a sweel little girl is
h :i iting for him.
Here's luck to you "Dicey," with your
persistence and determination we can pre-
dict only a successful future for you.
CHARLES STANLEY JOHNSON
Terre Haute, Ind.
"The right nay is the best nay mailers not
what it may cost."
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal: Sergeant; First Lieutenant;
Secretary-Treasurer Freshman class: Historian
Junior Class; Editor-in-Chief "Taps" '25; Swim-
ming Team; Basketball Team; Track Team; Sec-
retary-Treasurer Block "C" Club '-": Cosmopoli-
tan Club; Sophomore, Junior, and Senior Danc-
ing Clubs; A.S.M.E. ; Commencement Marshal
'24; Team Reception Committee; Rifle Marksman
and Pistol Sharpshooter. R.O.T.C, Camp McClel-
lan, Ala.
This flaxen-haired wanderer, who was
first from Sunny Florida, lull who now
hails from Indiana, has for four years been
winning the admiration and confidence of
his fellow-classmen.
In athletics, his co




In his everyday college life the men of
'25 have wished numerous offices on him,
and in each task he has shown his true
worth. As you look through the leaves of
i his hook. "Johnnie's" classmates and
friends wish you to hear in mind that it
was to him that thej entrusted the great
task of publishing ihis volume of "Taps."
"Johnnie," maj you serve the world as
you have served Clemson.
lege gave him her
letter. In his senior
and fellow-athletes
















"// i"// desire the truth: ask few questions."
HORTICULTURE
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Marksman and Machine Gun Marksman, Camp
McClellan ; embei oi the Agricultural Society
'25; Horticultural Societj '25; Secretary and
Treasurer Marion County Club '25.
To his 1 1 1 : 1 1 1 \ friends he is known as
"Monk." He hails from the prosperous
citj of Mullins. however, any city in the
state would be proud to claim him as her
own. "Monk" came to Clemsou in the
fall of '21 with the intention of becoming
a horticulturist. He has alwyas been a
hard worker, and is always ready to grasp
any opportunity that comes his way.
He isn't what might he called a sheik,
hut occasionally he steps out among the
ladies, demonstrating what his sheikiug
qualities might be.
During hi- stay at Clemson "Monk" has
made many friends and has accomplished
much along tin' line of his major work.
We look forward to you. "Monk" for
greal thing- in the future.
Jl LI \\ HOW ELL KEEL
Ulendale, S. C.
"Oj fertile mind, of massive heart
Hr always acts well liis part."
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Private . Corpoi >\ ; Serareanl : Captain : Member of
Block "("' Club '22-'23-
,24-'25 ; Presldenl Ag
ricultural Society, Third Term; First Class Mach
Ine Gunner, Camp McClellan, Ala.
"Rusty." realizing the value of a trained
mind, gave up the business world and en-
tered Clemson in L921. lie came here
with the intention of making good and his
record shows that his intentions have I n
surpassed. A Cleiuson baseball leant with-
out "Rusty" just isn't a team. He litis
made quite a name for himself and his
school in this sport. lie is not only valued
a- tin athlete hul is held in high esteem
as a worthy friend and a gentleman by
till who know him.
Let tis watch "Rusty" in the future for
he lms a personality all of hi- own which
i- hound to give him success, and his sunny
disposition ami cheerful smile will win him
a host of friends. We extend our be
wishes p. you and hope for you the besi













"A cheerful disposition is a fund of read)
capital."
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
Private; Private; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant;
Columbian Literary Society; Chemistry Science
Club; Newberry County Club; Senior Dancing
Club; Pistol Sharpshooter, R.O.T.C, Camp Mc-
Clellan, Ala.
"Kih" came out of the land of Pomaria
in 192] and east his lot at Clemson. Early
he demonstrated his ability to "shool 'em,"
and somewhat later to "knock 'em cold"
(get the distinction). "Kih" is fond of
dancing, but he never allows the waltz and
the foxtrot to interfere with his Brown-
iiin Movements and other chemical phe-
nomena.
"Kih" entered the Chemistry Society in
his junior year, and since that time has
I h a devoted disciple of "Dickie" and
Genera] "Nat" (Simpson), being associated
also with "Ed" and "Mitch" and "One-
Gram." Like Doctor Brackett he is ex-
tremely fond of History and Chemistry, and
we fear that he will some day unearth a
new kind of dissicnlor "grease" and thus
inflict his name upon future students of
chemical history.
But, he that as it may. "Kih."
old fellow, may you find amongst the col-
loidal intricacies and ashy residues, hap-




Myrtle Beach, S. C.
"True happiness comes from making those
about us happy."
HOKTICULTUKE
Private; Private; First Sergeant; Captain; Junior
Editor nt Chronicle; Senior Literary Editor of
Chronicle; Horticultural Society; Palmetto Liter-
als Societj '22-'23-'24-'25 ; Agricultural Society
'24-'2a; Y.M.C.A. Cabinet '22-'2::; Friendship
Council '22-'23 ; First Sergeants Club '24; Stu-
dents Correspondence Club '23-'24; Horry County
Club—four long years; Senior Dancing Club.
When "Tigertown" opened its doors to
admit the class of '25, "C.B." was a g
those present. He is passing out the same
doors, this year, a man of knowledge. < 'lem-
son is not the only state school that has a
place in "C.B.'s" affections, although, per-
haps, the only one of its kind. It is need-
less to tell those who know him where the
other school is located.
To say that "(Mi." is a prince of a good
fellow would he putting it too mild. He
has a good nature and a sense of humor,
the combination of which is rarely found
in one man.
We. one and all. think that "C.B." will
follow his chief bent that of mtiking a
success of everything he undertakes. We
prophesy that in a very tew years he will
have reached the height of his anihition
conquer the soil.
Here's to you. "C.B.", may success, pleas-
ure and happiness he yours always.
KSWcS #^'ttttt
M \I!I()\ BRITTON ORTON
Cades, S. C.
'" //)... fewf a mmr.i reach must always
ext eed his grasp!"
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
am Editor "Taps" '25; Vice Presidenl Architec-
tural Societj '24; Presidenl Architectural So-
ciety '25; Friendship Council '24-'25 ; Bible l las
Leader '24-'25 ; Vice Presidenl Williamsburg
Countj Club '25 : Columbian Literarj Societj ;
Junior-Senior Decoration Committee '24; Winner
.it "Besl Poem" Medal "Chronicle" '24; Winning
Poem in State Contest '25; Senior Literarj Editor
"Chronicle" '25 : Beaux Art institute of Design
'24 '25 : R.O.T.C, Ca McClellan, Ala., '24.
".Iu>;." better known as "Kit," found his
way out of the wilderness that surrounc"
his 1 le town, Cades, and came to Clem-
son in '-1 as a faltering freshman to take
architecture. In this course he lias made
a brillianl record, and has not, apparentlj
found even a limit to his possibilities. His
native ability ami true artistic temperament
have earned him his place as the foremost
man in his course.
"Kit" has not. however, heen buried ill
his work. He has found time to make a
host of friends, ami a name for himself
in many college act i\ it ies.
For you, "M.B.", there can be uothing
but success. four brilliant record here
onlj presages greater successes in later
years. You will he long remembered by
your friends, "Kit," wh lite now in Imi-
ding you God s] I on that h>ug journej
to the fame that awaits you.
"ft mn nevei made men great; why should
I worry?"
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Textile Society; Orangeburg County Club; V.M
C.A.; Bible Class; R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala.
Knowledge is power; therefore "Fatty"
a very powerful species of genus homo.
He let'! the fair cit.V of North. S. I'., in
search of new textile worlds to conquer.
Clemson, with its pleasing atmosphere at-
tracted our wandering friend and he de-
cided to fry his luck at mastering a course
iii Textile Engineering.
He has u mixture of charm, whole-heart-
ii"'~\ originality, sincerity, ueatness, and
"good lookiness." With such promising
traits combined with a determination to
win. we can see nothing hut a successful
future lor "fatty" in this progressive land
of our--.
"Fatty" is "B pluribus unum" of the
"dear" hunters of our class and ha^ ob-
tained the positi f the campus sheik.
Watch 'cm hoy. don't follow the same
trail all the time. Here's wishing you the









ROLAND L1NW00D LEE. JR.
Landrum, S. C.
"Honest effort and efficient service will reap
their reward this year, as they have
every year since time began."
TEXTILE ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant;
Palmetto Literary Society; Textile Societj ;
Spartanburg County Club; "Golf Club" '24;
Manager "Terrible Textile's" Basketball and
Baseball Tennis -li ; Jail-Bird Club; Bible Class;
Pianist ai Vespers; Pistol and Machine Gun
Marksman, R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.
To know "Snake" is to like him. He is
big-hearted and generous, has a fine sense
lit' humor, and is true as steel to those who
count themselves his friends. "Snake" has
studied hard and well deserves the g 1
marks he got from his "profs." He has not
failed to make the most of his four years
spent at Glemson.
"Snake" is "Peek's Had Boy" of the class
of '25. The class would not he complete
if it diil not have such as he on its roster.
A ureal teaser and always full of mischief,
"Snake" nevertheless, has his serious mo-
ments and is conscientious in all his work.
Hi sides participating in many college ac-
tivities. "Snake" managed to make a Tex-
tile Engineer out of himself. Almost any
day he could lie found around the Textile
Building yettinu lint in his hair.
"Snake," a man of your calibre succeeds,
and your friends of the class of '25 wish
you the best of luck as you set about to
overcome the obstacles in your path.
JESSE MONROE LEWIS
Darlington, S. C.
"Be what, you endeavor to appear."
AGRONOMY
Private; Private: Sergeant; Second Lieutenant;
Darlington Counts Club; Palmetto Literarj So-
ciety; Marksman. R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan. Ala.,
Agricultural Society; Active Member Y/.M.C.A.
;
Friendship Council; Bible Class; Bible Class
Leader; Baseball Squad.
"No. 1" decided to launch his ship on the
great ocean of life; realizing that he needed
preparation, he set sail towards Clemson
He early formed a liking for plants; and
even though tempted to turn away from
them, he heard the call of Nature and de-
cided to specialize in Agronomy.
Monroe has always been a conscientious
and hard worker. He has not found his
course a "flowery bed of ease" ; but he has
attained high honors for himself. His
social affairs never interfere with his stu-
dies. While at Glemson, "Mon" has won
for himself the friendship of many members
of the student body and faculty. .Monroe
claims that love is a strange thing, and
also that he has always had a liking for
strange things. He always finds it con-
venient to make his journeys by Anderson.
We hope you continue the climb to suc-






Willi Wl M UilON LEWIS
Darlington, S. C.
"7 co;/;// fAo/ man idle that might be better
employ i'il."
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant;
Darlington Count] UhIj; Palmetto Literarj So
ciety; Friendship Council; Bible t'lass ; Bible
Class Leader; Marksman, R.O.T.C, Camp Mc
clellan, Ala : A.S.M.E.; Active Member t.M.C.A.
After filling his shoes with sand and
putting ;i plow on the train, they finally
got "No. 2" started towards Clemson. The
fact that he chose the Mechanical Engineer-
ing course is generally conceded to be the
result of the inspiration received while
working on a wheel-barrow.
Marion is a man of unusual ability. He
has held a place among the leaders of his
class. His pleasing personality has won
for him many friends. He generally hears
the name of "ladies' man." He has fallen
often and hard ; but by some mysterious
help, he lias been able to recover from the
hardest of them. His many friends of the
state will regret very mueh when duty calls
him to other parts of the world.
We believe that great success awaits him
a short distance down the path of life.
CHARLES MILTON LITTLEJOHN
Bellon. S. C.
"'Tis wise to think what you speak, rathei
than to speak what you think."
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Clemson College Cadet Band '22-'23-'24-'25
;
Charter Member "t Clemson College C :er( Or
chestra '24-'25; Corpetisl in Clemson Baptist
Church Orchestra '24 '25; Carolina Literarj So
«-iit \ 'l'.\ ; Palmetto Literarj Societj '24 -'25 ;
a s c.E. ; Rifle Marksman and Pistol Marksman,
Camp McClellan, Ala.
This sterling youth, who is a mathemati-
cal shark, began working his head as s
as he entered Clemson. for he elected to
blow his way through the Military Depart-
ment with a horn, and shoot his "profs"
with "S's" and "E's". Has he succeeded?
He blew himself down to ('amp McClellan
in the summer of his junior year, and while
there, learned to si t a rifle and a pistol
with such accuracy, that upon his return
to college, he has shown the danger signal
when he missed his mark with a "prof."
•Caesar's" ability to toot and shoot,
along with his readiness to help a fellow
who is down, has made for him many
friends. 'Ole fellow, our wish for you is
that you have as easy a time holding down
the big jobs that life is going to offer you,
.'In you have had in holding the friends that









"Determination, self-confidence, and effort
often make dreams come true."
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Private : Private : Private : Second Lieutenant :
Agricultural Society; Corresponding Secretary,
Junior Critic, and President, Wade Hampton
Literary Society '25 ; Vice-President Horry Coun-
ty Chili '24; '•Bull Club"; Pistol Marksman
R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala.
Charles left Conway in (ho fall of '21
and came to Clemson with the ambition to
master all problems relating to animal pro-
duction. His efforts have boon character-
ized by an efficiency and enthusiasm which
have swept aside all obstacles.
Amos litis not I n a wearer of the
block '•('", but no truer Tiger supporter
oyer entered the walls of this noble insti-
tution. Behind this young man's unassum-
ing manners there lies strength of charac-
ter and rare ability. Charlie Amos is a
gentleman at all times, has a good word
for all and a bad word for none. His jov-
ial disposii ion. dependability, willingness to
serve, and loyalty have greatly endeared
him in the hearts id' his many friends. The
class of '25 is proud to call him her own.
Charles, may your future bo as success
I'nl and rosy as your four years of college
life have been ! Be oyer ;m inspiration and
ideal for your associates, true to your self,




"The faults we see in others are valuable as-
sets when employed to strengthen our
nun weaknesses."
TEXTILE ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Private; First Lieutenant;
Member Tiger stall '24-'25 ; Assistant Manager
Football -z:',--l\; Member Taps Staff '25; Toast
master Junior-Senior Banquet '24; R.O.T.C,
Camp McClellan, Ala.; Member "Wampum" Club;
Y.M.C.A. Cabinel '25; S.S.M.L. ; Member Textile
Society, Mexican Athletics '22-'23 '24-'25.
Well folks it's like this, words fail in
the attempt to depicl this triple-plated
prodigy. "Juke" as ho is affectionately
dubbed, came to Clemson from LaGrange,
Ga. : that alone should bo a gilt-edge recom-
mendation. His accomplishments in the
various phases of college are stepping stones
to those which follow.
As an athlete, Juke's in a class all b.\
himself. Namely Mexican athletics. Some
greal man once said. "Croat bo the man
who holds multitudes agog with words of
weight" and wo claim Juke's all thai and
more.
Success is inevitable to one whoso natur-
al ability is so overwhelming and whose
failures arc oven on virtues side. Here's
to you Juke, may your sagacity and con-









"Love, hope, fear, faith—tAese mate human-
ity ; tAese /Ac its sign, and note, h/k/
character''
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Sen.ml Lieutenant;
Member of Sophomore, Junior and Senior Danc-
ing Clubs; Company and Class Baseball; Cal-
houn Literarj Society '24; Vice-President Cal-
houn Literary Society '25 ; Vice-President Electric
City Club '25 : Secretary Textile Society '-' :
Chairman Librarj Committee "l'>.
Anderson is noted for its fine follow-.
and Joe is no exception to the rule. He
is indeed ;i paragon for liis countless ad-
nirers, and his friendship is truly amaran-
thine. Ho enjoys dancing, and as dancing
and the ladies usually go together, he takes
the advantage affered l>.\ this fact and in-
dulges in both at the same time.
Joe has selected Textile Industrial Edu-
cation as his course at Clemson, and we
wish him the best of luck and the besl
possible success. His willingness to work
and his good disposition will aid him great-




"There is n past which is gone forever, lm^
there is u Inline which is Still mir men."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Secretary and Treasurer Dillon County Club '22 :
Recording Secretarj Agricultural Society; Presi
dent Agricultural Societj : Junior and Senior
Dancing Clubs; Bible class; i M.C.A. ; "Dirty-
Dozen Dead Beats", Camp McClellan, Ala.; Ter-
race Bridge Club.
I'.lias Alford has stood the test for four
years and emerged unharmed except for
the loss of most of his hair, which gave
him the name of "Top." and a bruised
heart which is about healed.
••Mac" finally decided that his native
state shouldn't be classed as illiterate; so
he joined ranks with "Tsukiyama" to lift
it to a higher level by imparting his knowl-
edge to the younger generations of his fu-
ture years. In this profession we are sure
thai he will be an overwhelming success.
This hoy "Mac", is famous in the class-
room and on the dance floor as well as
with the girls. But we believe he can
spot ONE for his leading part, and num-
bers matter no more with him when
goes to sail the matrimonial sea.
The world is gaining a real friend
"Mac" and we greatly feel the
out literary world !
Wherever you may go. "Prof", the best
wishes of the class id' '25 follow you.
rasss
s&RM&gSi
.ion\ men m.-cohm \<:
Dillon, S. C.
"Attempt the end and never stand in doubt;
Nothing's so hard, but search nill find it
out."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Dillon County Club; Secretary and Treasurer
Dillon County Club '25 ; Agricultural Society :
Bible Class; Jail-Birds ("P" Club), '22; Senior
R.O.T.C, Camp MeClellan, Ala.; "Dirty-Dozen"
Beat-Outs, Camp McClellan, Ala. ; Active Mem-
ber Y.M.C.A. ; Athletic Association.
In tin- fall of '21 "Mao" left Dillon and
came to Clemson to pursue thai intangible
tiling called higher education. Here for
four years be lias been busy acquiring
knowledge and friends—especially the lat-
ter, for "Mao" is one of those genial, happy-
go-lucky follows who make friends easily
and keep them always.
It is rumored that John Hugh is a mem-
ber of a certain notorious club—but at Ins
request the title is omitted. Everyone,
however, knows that his weakness is for
a certain form of plastic substance.
"J.H." made the fatal mistake of be-
coming a member of "Tsukiyama's" class,
luii we predict that with his optimistic
nature and native ability he will overcome
this handicap before many years have
elapsed.
Well, "Mao" we. your friends, hate to
part with you. for you have a place for
yourself in our hearts, anil wo wish for
you all good luck, ami a long, happy future.
CLINTON JACKSON McGREW
Sumter, S. C.
"Honor Thy Father and Thy Mother That
Thy Days May Be Long."
MECHANICAL and ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private ; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
a.O.T.C, Camp .McClellan. Ala. '23; Bible Class
Leader; Friendship Council; Social Welfare
Worker; Sunday School Class; Student Volun-
teer Conference, [ndianapolis, Ind. ; Rifle Team;
Radio Club; Sumter County Club: Columbian
Literary Society; A.I.E.E. ; AS.ME. ; Four
Square League.
Falteringly, '"Mae" left Sumter in the
fall of 1920 anil set his course towards the
'Tiger' lair. It seems that he came to like
the place, and the place to like him. for
it clung to him an extra year. In the be-
ginning "Mac" intended to enlist with the
"Ass." but some little tilt of destiny made
him cast his lot with the Mechanicals in-
stead; and later with daring energy he
took on both Mechanical and Electrical
Engineering.
"Mile" is not an athlete. I'.ut lie has
given ;i generous portion of his time to
"Y" activities and another portion to cer-
tain other activities which have earned for
him the cognomen "Dangerous Dan"—
a
term as endearing as it is significant.
One with such a store id' cheer must al-
ways share it with another; and so we
prophesy he will soon share it with another.
So here's to you. "Mae", may you always
be happy and successful in y work.
Sixty-Two
y*?^£^2
Fl! \\k CALHOl N McLEES
Townville, S. C.
"7 hate n thing dune by halves. Ij it lie
right, ilo it wholly; if it be wrong, lean-
it undone."
DAIRl ING
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; First Lieutenant;
Anderson Count] Club; Active Member Y.M.C.A.
;
Expert Machine Gunner, First Class Pistol stint,
R.O.T.C, Camp McCIellan, Ala
Me came to Clemsou with one big idea;
namely, to learn to produce more and bet-
ter mill;. Ih' first set out to discover some
[aw which would revolutionize the dairy
industry, but soon became content to mas-
ter tin' numerous laws already set forth by
the leading dairy scientists. He lias suc-
ceeded with his aim, ami in s.. doing has
accomplished many other things.
His friends ate numbered by his ac-
quaintances. Many joyful hours have been
spent by numerous friends listening to him
impersonate his many profs and school-
mates, in a manner that onlj he is capable
of doing. Judging from the many letters
that Calhoun receives we feel sure that he
has something on his mind besides the
modern dairy, which is the ideal of his
dream.
With the good disposition which he pos
messes, the ability to make and to hold
friends, and the determination to achieve
the final goal, the greatest success will fol-
low whatever course he may pursue.
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Agricultural Societ] : Secretarj Treasurer, Presi
dent Dillon Count] Club; friendship Council '24-
'25 ; Bible Class Leader '25; President Christian
SndeavQ] Societ] '_'. : nine Ridge Delegation '23;
Pistol and Rifle Marksman, R.O.T.C, Camp Mc-
Clellan, Ala.
Xeil. commonly known as "Dizzy", is a
product of the lower country, bailing di-
rectly from I.atta. We can only imagine
what kind id" boy he was ;tt home, and
this imagination we can see nothing that
speaks against the unblemished character
of him.
During his brief sojourn of four years
with its, his work has been characterized bj
everlasting patience and self-sacrifice to
the extreme. lie has been a true Tiger ami
a loyal friend, always looking for some
good turn to do. and never tiring of help-
ing a friend in need. He is an active work-
er in the church and Sunday scho
C.A., and Bible Class—a real Chi
of whom we are proud.
Neil Alexander I' a n 1 Mel
forth to meet and to conquer the
world with the best wishes and recom-
mendations thai your fellow classmen can




Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Agricultural Sorietv : Entomology Society: Oconee
County Club; Bible Class; Senior Dancing Club;
Horticulture Society.
This is "Miic" He came to Clemson in
the fall <>f '21 and joined the ranks of
extra walkers anil post office visitors.
".Mai" hails from a small town in the upper
part of the state known as Townville. He
fell in line with the Aggies when lie first
came ami later specialized in "Bugs."
It would lie useless to try to enunierat"
all of the L'ood characteristics of "Mac."
for if we did, it would take up the whole
volume of Taps. A true Tiger, a fighter,
a friend, and a gentleman—what more can
be said of any man? As a pal. he can he
counted on to stand by you to the last.
lie is a quiet easy soing fellow choosing to
hear rather than to he heard. His good
nature and amiable disposition have won
for him the love of every Clemson man.
faculty members included.
In some mysterious way. "Mac" has ac-
quired the habit of shooting the professors;
consequently, has become a regular "E"
man. never being satisfied with anything
but tb.- best.
Sixty-Four
KENNETH Ml RRELL MACE
Mullins, S. C.
"A man can bear <i worlds contempt when




Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Calhoun Literary Society; Secretary, President
ig] icultui .1 1 Soi iety ; Sect eta 1 1 1 reas . Vice
President, President Marion County Club; R.O.
T C . < amp M.< l.ll.i ii. Ala. : "Dtrtj Dozen Den I
Beats" Camp McClellan ; Block "C" Club '23
'24 '25; Presidenl Dairy Club; Dair> Judging
Team, National Dairj Show, '24; Secretary
Treasure! Terrace Bridge Club; Junior and Senior
Dancing Clubs.
"Cap" entered "Tigertown" in the fall
of L920. After one year of special work,
he decided to enter upon the regular cur-
riculum, and with an undefeatable deter-
mination he lias made an enviable record.
However, there is always some weakness
in every strung fellow. "Cap's" weakness
seems to be with the ladies. It is rumored
that he has fallen for one of the "fair
damsels"-—we do no! know that it's true,
but we do know thai she will be a lucky
girl if she gets "Cap."
In tin' class room, on the campus, and
on the athletic field he has made his mark.
Now as each of us depart to the many
walks of life, each member of the class
carries with him a deep affection for you
"Cap", and when you enter the state of
matrimonial bliss, may your life be filled
with something besides buildings.
CIV1I. ENGINEERING
Calhoun Literary Societj : A.S C.E.
"Dad" steamed into the Tiger's liar
the fall of '15. Desiring to answer
country's call to arms, he deserted his class-
mates to join the khaki-clad hoys in France,
Belgium, Luxemburg, Germany and Italy.
"Pad" says "war is hell," and he ought to
know for he has five hron/.e Stars
service badge.
After resisting the foreign types of the
opposite sex, "Dad" finally fell for one of
the variety grown in Florence County.
Alter all the rice throwing and dodging
old shoes, Clemson was again picked a~ a
place of adventure. The class of '25 gladly
welcomed "Dad" into their midst, and in
spite of a continual fear of flunking t which
never happened) we know thai Civil En-
gineering circles will take on new- life w hen
he goes forth from Clemson with transit
in his one hand and leading "Dad. Jr." at
the rear end of a surveyor's chain. We
sincerely admire him for again taking up
his course after so long an interval and









Private; Private; Private; First Lieutenant;
Capital Citv Club, Vice-President '23; Richland
Count} Club, Vice-President '2:;; "Bob" Club;
Jail-Bird Club.
Right this side Ladies and Gentlemen, is
"Bob." Columbia claims him as her own
— that may be true as far as the business
side is concerned but not for all sides
—
for we know of a certain "sweet thing"
elsewhere who claims him for all her own
(He hojies).
"Rob" is quite a philosopher. Some-
times, when he is meditating, we wonder
whether something "Crip" tried to tell him
or whether something "She" told him is
about to predominate. We won't argue
about that, though; for looking at both
sides we are led to prophesy success in
both electricity and —well, the happy side
Of life.
We would not attempt to weigh his
characteristics in such limited space, be-
cause even scales are not that accurate.
"Bob" is a true friend, and as a companion
he is all that can tie desired. For him.
we predict a future that is well worth look-
ing forward to.
LUCIl S HOPKINS MELTON
Chester, S. C.
"You can't win the game on your own side
of the scrimmage line."
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
R.O.T.C, Camp McCleiran, Ala. ; A.S.C.E. : Presi
dent Chester County Club; Block "C" club; Pool
ball '21-'22-?23-'24 ; Baseball '23-'24-*25 ; Track
Team '22.
Folks, we are now in the beauty section.
You are gazing on no less personage than
"Foote Street. Melton."
"Doc." as he is familiarly known to
every one on the campus, a few folks in
York and a few folks in the Old North
State came to Clemson in the fall of '21
from Chester High where he made an im-
pressive record in three forms of athletics:
football, baseball and track. He is the
hard-hitting third baseman of the Tigar
baseball team, who the Anderson College
girls are always hoping will get a knock-
out, and is quarterback on the Tiger foot-
ball team. It can be truly said of him
that he is a cadet, athlete, and gentleman
of the highest type. In the last respect.
"Doc" has been the victim of circumstances—"too much politics." We are looking
to you. Melton, we know that you have
the goods.
Sixty-Six
J \MES ROBERSON MILLER
York, S. C.
"Be sure you arc right before going too far."
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Agricultural Society; York Count} Club; Presi-
dent York Counts Club '25; Friendship Council;
R.O.T.C . Camp McClellan, Ala. ; Member Live
Stock Judging Team, Southeastern Fair.
Y/es, this is "Jerry," a loyal Tiger from
Fork who has been with the class of '25
from "Rathood" to "Seniorhood." Be ii
said that Fork's loss was Clemson's gain.
,Jerry is :i capable animal busbandryman,
ami it is easj in see thai he has his major
work at heart. He proved his thorough
knowledge of livestock by the high place
which he won in the judging contest al the
Southeastern Fair.
Jerry's interest in. ami loyal supporl of,
all Tiger athletic teams has been very out-
standing, anil this loyalty has been sur-
passed only by the loyalty which lie has
shown towards his many friends. < Mice
km.wn. Jerrj is always liked because of
his sunny disposition, pleasing personality,
and sterling character.
Ahout the ladies? Oh yes!
prince of a g I fellow, but among the
"Queens" he is a "King."
Here's to your future success and hap-
piness, James. The pure-as-gold qualities
of promptness, perseverance, and frankness
which your classmates have found to be
traits of your character never fail to win
their way in the game of life.
*^^&^^&^^^^^^&&&
P.W. hails from Florence ami he is
proud of it. He came to Clemsoii in the
fall of '•_'! to take up the studj of electrical
engineering, and it may be said thai P.W.
has di -redit to himself in that line. If
he doesn't become a s mil Edison or Xtein-
metz it won't be his fault.
P.W. is liked by all who know him for
he has all the qualities of a real fellow. He
doesn't like the girls much, but he is mighty
crazy about "the girl." He seems to bave
a chronic case of heart trouble, but it
doesn't affect his health much as he has a
mighty fine ••doctor." Don't worry, P.W.,
for they all fall so or later.
We an- epxecting great things of you
and wish you the best o'luck in your life














"Look wise and get the benefit of a doubt."
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Oconee County Club '22-'23-'24-'25 ; Columbian
Literary Society '22-'23-'24-'25 ; Textile Societj
'22-'23-'24-'25
; Sophomore, Junior and Senior
Dancing Clubs; Senior K.O.T.C. Camp McClellan,
Ala.; Radio Club; Band '22-'23-'24-'25 ; Solo
Flute.
All ye Sons of Clemson who would lay
claim to supremacy in the realms of mas-
culine pulchritude, take a look at this lad
and the competition he offers. But do not
think that this is all that •Johnny" can
lay claim to, for we claim for him many
distinctive features. A perfed gentleman,
an earnest scholar, a true friend, an ex-
ponent of the higher things of life and
the possessor of a winning personality.
What more could be said of one with sue!)
attributes of success'.' Week-end trills show
that he is not entirely unsusceptible to the
charms of the fairer sex, and John is very
popular with the darlings.
John entered the field of Textile Engin-
eering, but the Siren Voice of Ambition
called him to a profession in which there
is no limit to the heights of achievements
Medicine. Co lo it old fellow, rest as-
sured of the knowledge of the whole-hearted
support of your classmates and carry with
you our best wishes for a successful career
HENRY DAVID Ml LLINS
Gaffney, S. C.
"Don't think — know — then act."
TEXTILE ENGINEERING
Private: Corporal; Sergeant; Colonel; Textile
Society; Taps Staff '25; Cherokee County Club;
Football '21-'22-'23-'24 ; Active Member Y.M.C.A.
;
Block '<'' Club; H.O.T.C.. Camp McClellan, Ala.
"Horse", as we know him. came to us
in the fall of '21 from Gaffney. He left
home to set the world on fire, and decid-
ed that the best way to accomplish this
was to become a "bobbin dodger." By this
rash act he became a disciple of "Swiue."
By his hard and conscientious work he
has won many friends among the factulty
and I he corps.
He has risen to fame in military lines,
having achieved the position of cadet colo-
nel, lie is a true friend, a good student
and a faithful worker. Wo are sure that
his determination to win. his disposition to
smash hearts, and his I'reindliness will al-
ways spell success for him.
Here's to you "Horse." Go forward
as we have observed you so far nothing












Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant;
Swimming Team '_:! ; Varsity Baseball '22 '23 '_' l
'J'.; Class Football '23; Captain Varsltj Baseball
'24; Secretary and Treasurer Sophomore Class
'x; ; Him. .I- Council '22 '2:'.; Chester County Club
"Better late thai ver," must have
rested hard upon Bill's mind, for "Iiill".
as he is known by all. waited several years
after finishing Chester High before start-
ing his last lap in knowledge. "Bill" came
t<> Clem son with two ends in view. Elec-
trical Engineering and the Art of Shooting
"Bull," and surely if a man of the class "I
-~> achieved this success it is "Bill". "Bill"
lias won the high esteem and admiration
of both ili«' faculty and students, especially
"Crip" because he is the only man since
the class of '06 to thrill "Crip" in the leasl
with his wide awake yarns.
This handsome brute, with the assistance
of a known fair dan f Chester, wil!
surelj be heard from in the future. "BiU"
alone is a model for us all, and from what
he says, we know thai he and his faii-
Iady from Chester match perfectly. Then
fore nothing hut success could possiblj
await Hill in the hat tie of life.
Sixty-Nim
1&&&&&&&&&&4Z&1Z&&2..
JOSEPH JEPTHA NORTON. JR.
Walhalla, S. C.
"A man's ability must not In- measured In
his efforts, but by his whole life."
TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Private ; Sen, ml Lieutenant:
Textile Society; Senior Dancing Club; Oconee
County Club; Calhoun Literal-} Society; R.O.T.C.,
Camp McClellan, Ala.
Always friendly, always cheerful. Norton
has carved a niche in the halls of Cleinson
and in the hearts of his friends that will
-tand in the days i" come as a reminder of
the one we knew as "Jo Jo." Never seek
ing the limelight, but ever-readj to give
his all for his school, he will be long re
tuemhered hv those who k.'i w him.
When he was called upon to support
any movement or any activity, he was al-
ways readv to give his ti, n e and his ahilil.v
towards bringing the movement or activity
to a successful end. Tireless in ins efforts,
willing in his attitude, "Jo Jo" was ever
among those who led the class. If be car-
ries on in after life, there will he no other
road open to him than the one which leads
to success.
J£>&
V are reot other than a moving roiv
Of magic shadow—shapes that come and go
Round with the sun-illumin d lantern held
In midnight by the Master of the Show."
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Waik- Hampton Literarj Society '24 ; Alumni
Editor of the Tiger '2."i ; Orangeburg Countj Club;
Junior-Senior Decorating Committee '-\ ; A.S.C.E. :
Second Term President A.S.C.E.; Non-R.O.T.C.
When Frank left home in the fall of '21,
In was in quest of knowledge and it was
onlj natural that he stopped at Clemson.
At the very outset he became a real Tiger,
and during his sojourn hero he has become
a close friend to all who know him.
For some reason unknown to us. Frank
decided to spend his life as a civil engineer.
lie must have chosen the right course, for
he is one of Prof. Clarke's host students,
and his scholastic standing is among the
highest.
Frank tells us that he intend'- to he a
bachelor. However, it is a well known
f.-ici thai he worships black hair and brown
eyes: and if we guess fight, some wee bit
id a brunette is going to play havoc with
his plans. Often we see him reading a let-
ter, with an expression of sly satisfaction
beaming on his countenance, and when we




"Slick with the crowd when it is right: but
if you believe it is ivrong, be man
enough to do what you think is right."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant;
Reporting Critic. Chaplain, Palmetto Literary So-
ciety; Agricultural Society '24-'25 ; Lancaster
Countj Cluli : Bailey Club; Newspaper Cuius
pondence Club '22-'24 ; Bible Class.
Dewey entered our class in the fall of
1921. lie is one who believes that. "To
have a friend is to lie one." and all who
know him are aware of the fact that lie
has lived up to his belief. Quick to un-
derstand and sympathize with all. his
1 1 1
.-
1 1 1 \ friends hate to part with him.
Dewey is a hard worker and a conscien-
tious believer in doing what he thinks is
right. He is the kind of fellow that sticks
to the last, and K sure to make a success
in whatever he undertakes. lie has been
quick to make friends and keep them. Al-
though the ladies have been if his
failings, perhaps when the fair ones are
singled out to one. Dewey will, like all
other great men. become a husband among
husbands.
Maj success always be yours, Dewey,




\\ illiamston, S. C.
"Gather your kisses while ye nun. time
brings only sorron ; for the flappers who
flap too freely today, are the chaperons
a! tomorrow."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant;
Member Anderson Counts Club; Madison's Square
Garden; R.O.T.C., tnfantry, Camp McClellan, Ala
Words fail us when we think of this
man's career, we cannot say what he in-
tends to do with his w lerful talent;
however, we believe he will make a name
for himself no matter what walk of life
he pursues.
"Pat," as we know him, is a fine young-
ster, he has proved this by the number of
friends that he has made among his fellow
students. It can he well said of "Pat"
that he is a true friend to everyone who
knows him.
"Pat" is a handsome brute and with his
always winning smile he is doubtless a
lady-killer. "Pat" has often spoken of a
bungalow just for two in some quiet place
where he can have peace ami happiness ;
if this be the case, the world can roll on
and he will roll with it.




"Lei me jail in trying to do something, rathei
than sit still and do nothing."
Call n County Club; 113th Field Artillerj U.S
Armj : A.S.M.E. ; U.S. Veterans Bureau Student;
American Legion.
With hut very few exceptions, Poe is
ahead of the rest of us. He had been
married ami a half years when lie
entered ClemSOH and is now the proud
father of three daughters.
Poe
county, hut he is a
and quite often we
amazing experiences
u her.' t he "dew" is
is liked by all his cla
friends on the campus. The number of
his friends always increases in the class
room when one of the professors yives us
a qui/., because he seems to he the onh
of us who can think to bring paper to
idass.
He was a member of the Artillerj Bri-
gade of tin- Thirtieth Divisi luring the
World War. He spent nine months in
France and England with the American Ex
peditionary Forces and was wounded Sep
tember 1 li. 1918, near Toul, during the
St. Mihiel drive.
Private; Private; Sergeant; Honorary Second
Lieutenant; Presidenl Bamberg County Club;
R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.; Clagett's Prized
Drill Company : Sawmill Club.
Here you see the boy with more aick-
oames than he lias hair on his head. Though
"Stonefaee" is taking Electrical Engineer-
ing, he is more interested in sawmill mach-
inery than in anything else. However,
"Thirty-Inch" is also a military genius,
having risen as high as sergeant in Clag-
gett's army (luring his Junior year. The
killing pace that he set for the unmilitary
privates of that company was awful. In
the mess hall "Ivory" was especially fond
of biscuits. This earned him another nick-
name. Such things only go to show how
popular a man is. though: and very few
boys have as good a disposition and charac-
ter as George.
Here's to you. "Biscuit," may your face
lead you safely through the world and
some day stand out prominently in the
Electrical World.
Seventy-Two
"// all else lull t/irrr is one profession never
overcrowded; you can alums be a gentle-
man."
Private; Private; Private: Second Lieutenant:
A.S.M.E., Secretary '25; Electric City, President
'25.
When "Ilastus" boarded the Blue Ridge
"Limited" for Clemson the police force of
Anderson declared a holiday for four years.
He soon became tired of Clemson and his
second year found him at Auburn. How-
ever, "the chickens will come home to
roost" and he came back the next year. He
has never completely forgotten some things
in Alabama and write- letters to Auburn
very freqttehty. Thinking that our present
-team engines were in sail need of improve-
ment "Rastus" cast his lot with the mech-
anical engineers and he is considered a
second Ka vaiiaugh. His winning personal
ity together with a great amount of "slick-
ability" leads ps to prophesy great things






"// you can't be good, be careful."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Private; Second Lieutenant;
President Pickens County Club; Secretary and
Treasurer Pickens County Club '23; Rifle and
fist.. I Marksman. R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.
After having considerable experience in
breaking up stills "Sheriff" decided to be
an engineer and came to Clemson for his
training. He cast his lot with the eleetric-
als, and was one of the first to solve
"Crip's" switchboard puzzle. He is one of
the very few who has never had a "I)'* or
"F" written by his name during his stay
at Clemson.
A generous disposition, a sense of loyalty
to his friends, and a strong determination
to succeed have won for "Sheriff" a host
of friends at clemson. However, "Sheriff"
has one great weakness; thai is. he lets a
"fair one" influence him to spend most
everj week-end in or near Pickens.
We predict a brilliant future for him in
the electrical world. I. nek to you, "Sheriff.'
CHARLES ALEXANDER ROBINSON
Winnsboro, S. C.
"The measure of Hje is not length, but
honesty."
TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Private; Corporal; Sergeant-Major ; Major; Vice-
President Senior Class; Scrub Football '21; Var-
sity Football '22-'23-'24; Captain Football '24;
Track '23-'24-'25; Block "C" Club; Winner .it
Physical Efficiencj .Medal. Camp McClellan '24;
Athletic Council '24; Fairfield County Club '21-
-l-i--i;\-'-H ; Textile Society '22-'23-'24; Com-
ment Marshal '24; Square and Compass Club '24.
Soon after Robinson came to Clemson he
won our love and respect, and admiration,
with bis individuality, sincerity and fine-
ness of purpose. From the very beginning
he has been recognized as a boy with great
determination who has always st I up for
what he thought best.
Many are the times that the loyal Son's
of Clemson cheered him on the cinder path,
and more often, as he sprinted around Fur-
man's ends and other football teams.
As a football Captain. Bobbie would
make some girl a good pilot for a home for
t wo.
Seventy-Four
The ('hiss of :--> wishes you the greatest
Success that can be won in this world.
THOM \S GEDDINGS ROCHE
Abbeville, S. C.
"Give every man thine ear, but few thy
voice;
Take each man's censure, but reserve thy
judgment."
TEXTILE ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Color Sergeant; Captain ;ui<l
Regimental Adjutant; President Calhoun Literarj
Soclet] '25; R rding Secretary Call d Lite]
.hi Societ} : Corresponding Secretary Calhoun
Literary Society; Junior-Senior Decorating Com-
mittee; Junioi Dancing Club; Senior Dancing
Club; Textile Societj JJ 23 '24 '25; Abbeville
(
'< >u j 1 1 \ Club JJ '23 J l '25; Vice Persident Abbe
ville Counts Club; R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan,
Ala. : Rifle and Pistol Marksman.
To know Geddings is to admire him. His
hig heari and good disposition have won
for him the friendship of every man who
knows him. He is made from a mixture
of charm, originality, and neatness, plus
sincerity. Such characteristics as these
make up an all-round good fellow —one who
is bound i" succeed a) anything he under-
takes.
"T.G.'s" one great weakness is the fairer
sex. He never misses a chance to sheik,
and when he talks he usuallj .nets results,
because he possesses whai is commonly
known as a "g I line." They all fall
sooner or later, ami when the masculine
person in il atanglement happens to be
Geddings the lime is always sooner—never
later.
CARLTON R LLKR RHODES
Darlington, S. C.
"Genius wins sometimes, hard worh always'
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Darlington County Club ; Bible Class; Active
Membei 1 M.C.A : Marksman, R.O.T.C, Camp
Met lellan, Ala.
Carlton hailed from Darlington County,
and not from "Rhodesia" as his name might
infer. lie came i" Clemson in the fall of
'21 after seventeen years of practical ex-
perience on the farm. He chose t.i discon-
tinue his previous work and elected to
specialize in elect ricitj .
When mice your friend, always your
friend. His pleasing personality has won
for hi tany friends. No task seems ton
large for Carlton. Early in his pursuit of
study, he displayed wonderful ability; and
has always stood high in his class work.
Cupid has constantly directed his ar-
rows at liim : hut as yet there is no ex
ternal si^n of injury. We feel that the
fatal shot will be fired soon.
With the determination that he possess-






"Give to the world the best you have and
the best will come back to you,."
EDUCATION
Rush, after being out of school for eighl
years, decided to obtain a better knowl-
edge of agriculture. In the fall of '21 he
came to Clemson with the determination
to prepare himself for the teaching of ag-
riculture, and with such a determination
has made Tsukiyama a noble disciple.
"Daddy Rush." as he is sometimes call-
ed, has stepped ahead of us. and has com-
mitted matrimony. In tins respect he may
be considered fortunate because he can now
boast of having a future Clemson football
star who answers to the name of "Billy"'
Rush.
We wish "Daddy Rush" all the success
in the world in bis endeavor to teach the





"Lift up the man who is down, don't kick
him out."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
President Aiken County Club; Secretary and
Treasurer Aiken County Club '23; Palmetto Liter-
arj Societj ; President Jail-Bird Club '-11 : Mach-
ine Gun Expert, Pistol Marksman, K.O.T.C, Camp
McClellan, Ala.
This promising young man of the class
of '25 is universally known as "Goat.". It
has been said that a "red headed" man
makes a success of everything he under-
takes; it is truly s<> with "Goat", for he
seems to possess the knack of "shooting'"
all of his professors. With his good nature
and winning smile he has made a close
friend of every Clemson man.
"Goat" is a man who is loyal and true,
and whose principles are an inspiration to
all who know him. His big heart and
sympathetic nature have won for him the
friendship and respect of the entire class,







l.nw Mil) SANDERS, JR.
Okatee, S. C.




Private; Private; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant;
Columbian Literary Society ; Agricultural Soeietj :
Horticultural Society; President Beauforl Count}
Club; Senior R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.;
Second Lieutenant in Kin;; Cole's and II
Regiment; Member Major "B.J." Darby's Bal
talion; "Shave-Tail" in "Highpocket" Ham-
bright's Company.
Look out! Here comes "Neddie," us
the ladies call him, but only "Ed" to the
boys. This chap came to Clemson from
Okatee, S. C. the Land of palmettoes (ask
the rats). "Ed" has always been a hard
working fellow, and the armj often caught
him burning "Midnight" oil studying for
a (|iii/. for s f the wiser heads. Lasl
year "Ed" was often consulted by his class-
mates for information on "Dickie's" im-
mortal quizes.
"Ed" 1ms always proved himself a clean.
upright, manly sport, and has alwayi stood
for what he thought was right, 'i'his 1.1.1
has always I a quitt pul.-ir with the
ladies; the postmaster can testify to that
truth. If the symptoms now present con-
tinue to develop, he will sit ai the head of




Walterboro, S. < .
"To <(irn my keep—if I ma\.
hid il 1 may—to cheer some gloomy brother
;
That is all."
At, Kiel i.TTKAI. CHEMISTRY
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Editor Clippings and Comments Departmen
Chronicle; Columbian Literary Society; Agricul
tural Society; Chemistrj Science Club: President
i olleton i fount] Club.
"K.I!.", as he is universally known, made
his debul at < Jlemson in the fall of '21 as
a trembling freshman from Colleton County,
and ever since then he has been at work
making a place for himself in college circles.
"K.l'»." is an earnest worker, always do
ing his best in everything that he tackles.
This trait has made him known both in
class work and in his work on the Chron-
icle staff where his pen has been a great
support to tli.' magazine.
There is one little flaw ill this chemist's
make-up—chemistry is his only love! He
is one of the few real genuine woman-
haters in captivity. We. his friends, pre-
dict, however, that he will eventually suc-
cumb to the wiles of some member of the
fairer sex.
Well, old fellow, your frankness, friend-
liness, and trustworthiness have made you
a friend from wl 1 it is hard to part ; hut.





"I'll not confer with sorrou
Till to-morrou ;
But joy shall have her way
This very <la\."
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant;
Tennis Team '22-'23-'24-'25 ; Block "C" Club;
A.S.C.E. ; Captain Tennis Team '25; Senior Danc-
ing Club ; Active Member Y.M.C.A.
This tall handsome la<l came from the
far frozen north. New York unfortunately
lost "Dan" in the fall of '21. He knew
very few boys when he arrived at Clemson,
lint with his winning personality and gen-
teel disposition he made friends every-
where.
As ,-i course. "Dan" chose Civil engineer-
ing, and judging from the love he shows
for his work we are sure he must have
chosen the right course, lie has all the
"symptoms" of a successful engineer, but
we fear he has one weak spot—a pretty
brunette could make him forget whether
he tools Agronomy or Engineering.
At till times "Dan" was an ardent sup-
porter of student activities. He was on the
tennis team for four years, and during his
Senior year was Captain of the team. He
was one of the best tennis players in the
state during his Junior and Senior years.
In his studies he was an earnest worker.
and we feel sure that he will make a great




"Respect yourself and avoid even the ap-
pearance of evil."
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; First Sergeant; First Lieuten-
ant; Member A.I.E.E. ; A.S.M.E. ; Pistol Marks-
man, R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.; President
Greenwood County Club : Fust Lieutenant <>t
"Highpocket" Hambright's Can;; of Major "H"—
"B.J." M.B." Darby's Battalion.
'Twas a bright afternoon in the fall of
'i'l that Greenwood suffered a very serious
loss, when "Bessie" boarded the "Cannon
Ball Express" for Tigertown. In his class-
es, "Bessie" has always been an "!•'." man.
and as a friend, he has been always read.v
and willing to belli : ' fellow out. Even
the little rats have taken a liking to him.
and love to see him get mad and break
iff chair rounds (for thzu pleasure") i his
is a lad whom everyone can trust, regard-
less of his looks. Even "Sam" has con-
fidence in him to let him he "Light fixer"
in barracks.
When camp was oxer, not even 'ole sunny
Alabam' could keep him from the lowlands
of Mississippi. Somewhere our there he
tells us he lias a sweetheart— he may have,
but there are a few "Doubting Thomases"
among our crew.
Here's to you. "Bessie,'' luck, success.
and happiness in that "air bungalow" you
are always raving about.
Seventy-Eight
TJZ&&&Z.
ELTON C01 NTS SEASE
Prosperity, S. C.
•'.
/ mutt's true love is all I have to give"
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Cross-Countrj Team 'l'I-'J".; Captain Cross
Country Team '25; Tracfe Team '23-'24-'25; Scrub
Football '23; Newberrj County Club; A.S.C.E.
;
Square and Compass Club.
Two years .-i jr< • this lean and lanky lad
who had hither-to been just one of "Will
Rogers" Civils, began to make his presence
known nt Clemson. In this shorl time he
passed from a scrub football player to the
top-mosf position among the Tiger dis-
tance runners. He became Clemson's regu-
lar one and two miler on the track team
and in this capacity served his college so
well that he was presented with the much
coveted ••<"". The average track man is
usually satisfied with one letter but, "Yank"
working on the theory that if he could
run two miles he could also run three and
a half, went out for the cross-country
team. Did he excel in this branch? He
was elected captain of the team his senior
year and after causing Tech and G 'gia
ii" little trouble led his team to the State
title with a perfect score.
Yank, that you may have the success in
running your transit that you have had in
running your team is the wish of your
classmates.
I'm'., it. ; Private; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant;
President tfewberrj Count] Club; Varsity Track
Team 'i':: 'J !-'-•". ; Cross-Countrj Team 'JJ'jl;
A.S.C.E.; Hick "("• Club; R.O.T.C, Camp Mc
Clellan, Ala.
"Chig" left the little town of Prosperity
one sunn; day of the year L921 to come
to Clemson, Since that day he has been
trying to broaden his knowledge of ('ivil
Engineering in order that he might im-
prove the highways of South Carolina.
There is scarcely a man at Clemson who
does not know little "Chigger" ; and verj
unfortunate is he who cannot count him-
self us one of his friends. This fleet-footed
youngsted set out in his freshman year to
become a member of one of the running
teams, and since that time has been a
shining star in that line. Anyone who
will watcdi him very close will think thai
he is a boxer, for he is constantly tackling
someone who is twice as large as lie i-.
One never sees Sease without a smile
on his face. This cheerfulness along with
his main other good traits will win for
him many friends in his future life. Here's









"On my tomb, if ever 1 have one, I mean to
get these words inscribed: 'He clung to
his puddle'."
HORTICULTURE
Private; Private; Private ; Second Lieutenant;
Calhoun Literan Societv "l'Z-'-'\-, Sccretarv and
Vice-President of Greenville County Club; Presi-
dent of Greer Club : Member of the Horticultural
Society ; Non-R.O.T.C.
The time for mourning .-it Greer had
come in the hill of 1921, when Julius
Shanklin bade his playmates and friends
a fond farewell to pursue a four-year course
at C'lemson ; however, the mourning will
be more than compensated by rejoicing
when Julius returns in the Spring of L925,
with his degree in his hand and his head
full of knowledge.
Julius had the advantage over almost all
of his classmates by having decided what
course he wanted at college. His choice
was Horticulture and he lias been diligent-
ly striving to reach the goal for four long
years.
Evidently. Julius has had many a sweet-
heart because he is well versed in the art
of smiling and is always having something
pleasant to say.
Never did he have military aspirations;
consequently, he did nut make a punctual
soldier, but lie has more I ban made up for




"// / cannot do great things, I can do small
things in a great way."
TEXTILE ENGINEERING
Private; Private Private; Second Lieutenant;
Vice-President Rock Hill Club; Vice-President
York County Club; Textile Society: Newspaper
Correspondence Club ; Active Member Y.M.C.A. ;
Rifle Marksman. R.O.T.C., Camp Meridian, Ala.
Yes. tins lad is a Smith Carolinian, hut
it is hard to find his habitat on any map.
He came to Clemson in the fall of '21 in
sen rch of an education. After having
searched the entire curriculum "Sticker"
decided that he would make some improve-
ments in the textile industry of the South,
and therefore, cast his lot with the "Swinc-
nites" with the side desire of becoming a
Textile Engineer.
"Sticker" is truly worthy of his ni<
name, for he has pursued his studies with
that "never-say-die" spirit throughout his
four years' slay at Clemson. Success is
assured to a man of his determination and
stickability.
Jim has a smile and a word of cheer for
everyone, and is as sincere as the best of
them. Although this lad professed to be
"Woman Proof" during his first years at
Clemson. it is rumored that Love has taken
chargt—a fair maiden has captured his
heart.
We wish you the best that the world
can offer a consistent fighter. We can




''Success lies, not so much in holding a good
hand, but in playing a poor hand well."
ARCHITECTURE
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant;
Architectural Society; Member Beaux-Arts insti
mi'- oi Design '24 '25; Secretarj and Treasure]
Newberry County Club '24; Clemson College
Quartet '25; Glee Club; Third Highesl Experl
Machine Gunner, Pistol Marksman, Camp \t.
Clellan, Ala.
"Pat" came to Clemson in the fall of '21
determi I to be an architect and cast his
lot with the beautj worshippers. Be is
the kind of a fellow thai says little, bul
thinks much. "Pat" has demonstrated his
determination to be an architect by his
untiring efforts in performing the tasks
thai have been assigned to bim. If the
old adage Be true thai "Success is one-
tenth inspiration and nine-tenths perspira-
tion," then nothing less than success can
came to this lad in his chosen vocation.
The frank ncss and sincerity that markmm of character are both characteristic of
this lad. "Pat", with his unassuming
ways, and thoughtfulness of everyone, to
gether with his cheerfulness and sincerity
has won many friends during his stay at
Clemson. He has not only made friends
of his fellow-students, but lias also won
many girl friends. •'Pat", may luck he
with you always !
Private ; Pi ivate ; Private : Second Lieutenant ;
Chester County Club; Chemistry Science Club;
President Chemistn Science Club; Howitzer
panj . B ii r i . ( .mi,, McClellan, Ala.
Nat, or ••Simp" as he is better known
around Tigertown. hailed from Richburg
in the fall of "21. Nat has made a wonder-
ful record as a test-tube jugler, and is one
of Dickey's most loyal disciples. "Simp,"
by his smiling countenance, has won man}
friends during his four years at Clemson.
If he continues in the future as he lias
done in the past he will he a great asset i"
the chemical World.
"Simp," though famous iii the ch ical
world, is not known in the military worli
If i here's anything "Simp" dislikes it's
"Kin- Cole's .\rm.\." He began his dis-
like for wearers of ••hoots and spurs" earl\











/ ZittZe m«</ ararf truly s""'
CV/// deeper joy imparl
Than hosts o) Kinds that reach the head
Bui never reach the heart."
HORTICULTURE
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Horticultural Society: Agricultural Society; Vice-
President Terrace Bridge Club; "Dirty Dozen
Dead-Beats," R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan, Ala.
D.E. left his home town in the fall of
'21, taking the route to Tigertown, to wan-
der along the flowery fields of knowledge.
Drayton came to Clemson with the sole
idea of making horticulturalist of him-
self; and we can tmthfullj say that he lias
succeeded in building a foundation that is
capable of withstanding the hard knocks
of life.
He would load us to believe thai the
ladies play a small part in his life and un-
der the tutelage of his "old lady". Paul
Stoney, we anticipate nothing loss than a
bachelors life for him.
We feel sure that with the good disposi-
tion, the ability to make and hold friends,
and the determination to achieve the final
goal, the greatest success will follow what-
ever course he may pursue.
If you are as successful as your ambi-
tions warrant, "D.E.", we can certainly
envj you in the business world. Here's to
you, Draj ton !
EARLE LEWIS SMITH
Anderson, S. C.
"I.ii e viair life as you see best
I'lm the game, fate will do the rest."
TEXTILE [NDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Private; Corporal; First Sergeant; Battalion Ad-
jutant; Track '23-'24-'25; Captain Track '25;
Football Squad '22-'23-'24 ; Basketball Squad '25;
Member of Team Holding American Record tor-
tile Distance Medley Relay; Editor-in-Chief Tiger
•j".: Associate Editor Tiger '24; Member of Senior
Ring Committee; President Calhoun Literary So-
ciety: President Senior Dancing Club; Vice-Presi-
dent State oratorical Association; Representative
Orator at State Contest; Recording Secretary
College Press Association; Block "('" Club; Sec
retary of Textile Society; Secretary of Electric
Citj Club; Member of Junior and Senior Dancing
Clubs.
E. Lewis, star representative of the Elec-
tric City, is a man of so many varied ac-
tivities that it is hard to decide which
side of his checkered career to chronicle
here. Athlete? Yes. Track Captain, not
o mention football and basketball. Scholar?
Surely (ask the professor of education).
Orator? He speaks with distinction in the
state contest. Editor'.' Look at the Tiger.
But in sjiite of his stellar performances
in all of these roles, if we were casting E.
Lewis for his biggest show, we would put
Inn in the character of a heart -Mnasher.
Here he leads the field. His notable record
extends from his native heath in Anderson
to the confines of Winthrop and Converse,
and to many other places.
Kit/lit H-T>ro
?&
"Success is not measured h\ wealth alone,
Nor In the amount o) money we spend:
Bui rather by realizing a great love as our
mi n.
And rendering much service in mir fellou
men."
TEXTILE ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Ink Splashers Club 'Jl-'JJ: Section Baseball \l\
'25; Student Bible Class; Student's N wspauei
Correspondence Club; Textile Society; Reporting
Critic President, Palmetto Literary Society; Pis-
tol and Rifle Marksman, R.O.T C . Camp Mi l
Ian, Ala.
"I'is said thai "J.E." ea to ('
with sand in his shoes, and thai he t
a football coach was something to n<i<
however, we 'li<l not investigate, so w
;mt know conclusively.
"J.E.", li.v his perseverance and unl
efforts, has reached one of h i >. goal
lit''
1
, but tl ml is not yet, for he int
to gel a medical degree before the
goal is reached.
An earnest student, ;i hard-worker
E." never gave up a task until he hai
complished what he had set out to 'I".
feel sure that with such attributes, he
soon make a mark for himself in the w
The best of lurk to you. The clas















M \i .< :oi \l M. I! VE SMI'
Clio, s. c.
">imi rift/it. stay right; endings
ni themselves."
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Marlboro County Club; Textile Societj : First
Class Machini Gunnei R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan,
Ala.; Bible class; Active Member Y.M.c.A.
From ;i "Midget" to a "Tiger" is some
jump; but "Mag" managed to make the
jump. When the smoke of the "Latta
Branch" bad cleared awaj in the fall of "_'l
and an inventory taken, it was found thai
"Mag" had disappeared. It was later
teamed that he embarked for Calhoun, later
fniding himself at Clemson.
Malcolm entered Clemson with a scholar-
lip, determined to have a degree in In-
lstrial Education. He - showed his
ibility as a scholar. He had no trouble
leing the leader in the course that he was
pursuing as he was the only our exposed
to that course. "Mag" has w iany
friends since he entered Clemson. He is
know him. He was never
hut he seldom fails t" gel
from Lander. His favor-
ite i 1 1 <
I
• sporl is writing to Lander.
Willi his charming personality, winning
smiles, and gifted cleverness, we, the class
of '25 can predict nothing but grand sue
cess in his future life.
P.S.—He got his neck hark.
liked In all who










«.sfer Aev fo success.
Private. Private; Private; See 1 Lieutenant;
Architectural Societj : Beaux-Art Institute of
Design : Wade Hampton Literary Society ; Expert
Machine Gunner, Pistol Marksman, R.O.T.C,
Camp McClellan, Ala. : Square and Compass Club.
Geographically speaking, Bert's "briar
patch" is Madison, S. ('.. the first city this
side of the greal divide between Georgia
and the old South State. In September
of V.121 the people of this thriving metro-
polis did not realize that the lad who was
leaving for Clemson would some day be
one of the greatest architects of this era.
Neither did they realize thai some day this
chap would be a "shave-tail" in King Cole's
Army, never-the-less the old home town has
been awakened to these surprising facts.
P.ert is sure to make good wherever he
goes because of his winning personality,
his cheerful smile and everlasting deter-
mination to complete whatever he takes
in hand to do. Sometime in the dim fu-
ture this noble gentleman will return to
the old home town to spend his fortune and




"One day with life and heart,
Is more than time enough to find a world."
Private; Private; Sergeant; Captain; Chaplain;
Editor-in-Chief and Business Manager Chronicle
'25; Junior Cooperative Editor Chronicle ' 2 .' :
-
' 2 1 ;
Friendship Council '23-'24-'25 ; Recording Secre
tary Agricultural Society '24; R.O.T.C, Camp
McClellan '24 ; Junior Literary Critic and Cor-
responding Secretary Columbian Literarj Society
'24; Senior Literary Critic '25; Secretary and
Treasurer Colleton County Club '24; Blue KM <
Delegation '24; Vice-President Reed's Bible
Class '2a ; Delegate Bruce Curru Conference '24 ;
Delegate College Press Association '24-'25; Pis-
tol Sharpshooter and Rifle Marksman, Camp Mc-
Clellan '24; Y.M.C.A. Deputation Team '24 ;
Y.M.C.A. Cabinet ; Chairman Bible Class Com-
mittee '25.
Smoaks claims him as her own ; any
place would be proud to call him hers
—
this lad, whom we all know as "R.H." He
has won the friendship and admiration of
all who know him. "Dick" is the embodi-
ment of congeniality, sincerity, and man-
hood, lie is quick to make friends and he
keeps them.
"R.H." came to Clemson in the fall of
'21. and here the following of his ideals
has carried him into many phases of col-
lege life. Through till, however, his trusty
pen has stood him in good stead, for Smith
has been one of the leading figures in the
literary field id' the class of '25. As "ye






"One lone crowded hour of glorious life is
north a whole ivorld without a mime."
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Sec. .mi Lieutenant;
Y.M.C.A. Cabinet '22 '23; Delegate Student Volun
teer Convention at Indianapolis, Ind. ; state Col-
lege Press Assoriiition; Chronicle Staff '24-'25
;
Taps Staff '25; Chairman Junior-Senior Decora-
tion Committee; Secretary-Treasurer A.S.C.E.
Commencement Marshal '24; Assistant Manage]
Football Team '24; Scrub Football; R.O.T.C.,
Camp McClellan, Ala.; Manager Track Team '25.
Possessed with a pleasing personality
unci the ability to make friends, "Ed" has
created n I d of companionship with :i
who knew him in his four-year sojourn at
Clemson.
Always willing to lend his efforts to-
ward the advancement of his sel I ; always
ready to carry out his pari of any activity,
"Ed" is the kind of man we like to call a
true sun of Clemson.
While not a brillianl athlete or the
brightest scholar in his class, he has shown
determination thai leads to the top. If
he carries on in after life with the same
spirit and earnestness, there will b(
highway before him excepl the straight
road to success.
£®®©S^^g@S^S^<£^a
JAMES DANIEL STEWART, JR.
Florence, S. C.
'A good friend is better than great riches,
and a square meal is better than fame."
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Sergeant; First Lieutenant; Secretary
and Treasurer Florence County Club '23; Presi
dent Florence Counts Club '24; Block "C" Club;
Chairman A.S.M.E. 'J I : Honor Student and
Camma Tan Delta of Georgia Tech '21 ; Varsity
Football '24.
Having spent his Freshman year at
Georgia Tech, Dan joined the class of '25
as a Sophomore. During his three years
at Clemson, Dan has, in every way, been
an asset tn his class. Especially on the
athletic field and in the class-room dues
he rank with the best. His proficiency
as an athlete and as a student is due imt
alone to natural ability but to natural
ahility coupled with a willingness to work
and a desire to make good. To here tell
all of his good qualities is an impossibility
;
let me add that as a friend— well, one
never had and never could find a finer and
truer friend than Dan.
Dan, we wish you the best of luck; give
to the world as you have to < 'I son and
success cannot be but yours.
Eighty-Five
JOHN TOWNSEND STEVENS
Yonges Island, S. C.
"The mind has a thousand eyes, the heart
but one. ) et the light oj the whole life
dies when love is done; .so think before
you make a promise, then stick to it."
HORTICULTURE
Private; Sergeant Bugler; First Lieutenant : Band;
Bugle and Drum Corps; Pistol i n >l Rifle Marks-
man, Camp McClellan, Ala.; Swimming Team;
Sophomore and Junior Dancing Clubs; Agricul-
tural Society; Horticultural Society; Bible Class;
Yachtman's Club; Charleston County Club;
Bachelor's Club; Blinking Buzzards' Society;
Company Basketball; Phi Gamma Delta Frater-
nity.
Here he is, Steve, himself. This lad
descended from the Wild <"at den at David-
son, but is :is true a Tiger as ever in-
habited tlic Tiger liar. As a bugler he is
quite the stuff and lias won distinction as
leader of the famous Drum-and-Bugle
Corps, besides making the Band a good
Drum .\lajni-. His frequenl excursions to
the Hotel bodes much evil for the state of
bachelorhood and we predict soon 'be sec-
ond great period in a man's life (according
to Dr. Daniel, i
John is a true friend and au earnest
worker in his chosen profession if Horticul-
ture. We know thai he will succeed and
we wish li i in all I lie luck and happiness in
tli.' years i<> come.
KENNETH ERWIN STOKES
Darlinjitmi. S. C.
"Nothing is so congenial as a clear con-
science."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Vice-President Darlington County Club; Sopho-
more, Junior, and Senior Dancing Clubs; Calhoun
Literary Societj ; President Reed's Bible Class
'24; Friendship Council : Agricultural Society;
Sharpshooter Pistol and Machine Gun R.O.T.C,
Camp McClellan, Ala.
Kenneth came to Clemson in the fall of
'L'l and announced himself as a candidate
for a B. S. degree along with a number of
other "rats" whii were afraid of what their
fate would be at each minute.
He is efficient in the class-room and also
as a supporter of Tiger teams and is al-
ways ready to lend a helping hand in all
the student activities.
Yes. be is a gentleman, a true friend,
and a true Tiger, and we do nut hesitate
to say that the (dements that have prompt-
ed him to the place that he holds in the
Ill-arts of his friends will surely, without
a doubt, push him up to the last step of
the ladder of stieeess.
Kenneth, as you leave us. just remem-
ber that «i' hold you in our hearts as one
We shall always COUnl as a true friend, and






"He could on cither side dispute, confute,
change hands, and still confute."
HORTICULTURE
Private; Corporal; Sergeant; Second Lieutenant;
Senior Critic- Calhoun Literary Society ; Vice
President Horticultural Society : Critic Agricul-
tural Society : President Terrace Bridgi
"Dirty Dozen Dead-Beats", Camp McClellan
;
Junior and Senior Dancing Clubs
Gangway, here he comes! 1M>. became
tired of l> >i n^c nothing but follow the slogan
"Watch Allendale mow." so he came to
Clemson in search of knowledge. Judging
from his How of sesquipedalian words in
writing and talking, we feel sure that his
search i^ over.
Now, fellows, it' you ever lose your < I i <--
tionary while with P.D., don't worry, you
have a walking encyclopedia with yon.
We, of America, when Looking for now
styles, turn our eyes toward Paris. But
why cross rlir briny deep, boys, when we
have with US one who far excels the Paris-
ians in his selections? "As Stonej goes
so go the styles." To quote 1 1 is. own words
"I am not so good looking, bul I do wear
CUte clothes."
P.D. chose horticulture. In this he has
grafted, budded, ami bloomed.
Go lo it. oh'' hoy. we are wishing you a
successful and happy future with the choice
of J our heart— I. .A.
I)\\ II) \\ \i;i!lA STRIBLING
\\ estminster, S. C.
'Do \"ii hue lite' Then do not squander
lime, lor it is the Substance ol it ''nil
Hie is made."
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
President 0> • Counts Club; President and
Secretary Columbian Literary Society; Winner
Orator's Medal '22; Winner Declaimer's Medal
l'1 : Member Livestock Judging Tram Southeastern
i hi Ulanta Georgia -1 : First Class Machine
Gunner ,m<i Pistol Marksman, tamp McClellan,
Ala. : Active Member Y.M.C A.
This young lad ca to US from West-
minster, iii the fall of '21. Westminster's
loss was our gain, ami ever since his ar-
rival here he has been a popular member
of the class of '25. Judging from the num-
ber of letters he gets lie is also popular in
other places. However, he does not let his
social affairs interfere with his studies. His
interest in student activities and his ability
in class work have won for him the esteem
and friendship of all who know him.
"St iih" has chosen for his line of work
the animal industry. He has already shown
his ability as a livestock judge bj 'lie rec-
ord he made at the Southeastern Fair. He
plans to have a home of his own surround
ed by fields and pastures, dotted with pure-
bred cattle and hogs.
\\
I exped greal things from this class-
mate of ours, and we wish him the bet





"/'/;/• world doesn't ask what hove you done,
but n hat can you do."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Prosecuting Critic, Treasurer, Palmetto Literary
Society; .lail-Hinl Club; Pickens Counts Club;
Junior and Senior Dancing Chilis: Machine Gun
Expert, i'istnl Marksman R.O.T.C., Camp Mc-
Clellan, Ala.
Lawrence hails from the dizzy heights
of the scenic 1 1 1 1 1 < Ridge. Probably we
should say Pickens, but we know too well
thai his home is far enough above there
to boast of n gorgeous view of Mount Pin-
nacle, and the gigantic Table Rock. "J.L.",
after many years of glorious mountain ad-
ventures, awakened to the fact that this
was not all in life, and that his future
destiny lay at stake. Thus, it happened
Clemson fell to his choice, and in the fall
of '20 h<' answered the call.
Lawrence was a wily freshie, a merry
soph, a solemn junior and a determined
senior. He has been a friend to all. a loyal
Tiger and a hard worker. We find, too,
h epulis a wicked trigger, and he has a
keen sight for girls.
Here's to you Lawrence, may i he past.
so well spent, be only a glimmer of what
I lame Fui ure may bestow.
WILLIAM PRESTON TABER
Fort Molte. S. C.
"Love tvith life is heaven; and life, unloving,
hell."
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Corporal; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Calhoun County Club '2\ '21; Sophomore, -111111111
and Senior Dancing Club ; R.O.T.C. ; A.S.M.E.
In the fall of '121 there came into our
miilst a tall lad from Fort .Mode, seeking
desperately for an education. lie cast his
lot with the engineers, and some day we
expect to see him niche his name in the
engineering hall of fame.
Immediately after arriving at Clemson
"Pres" became very enthusiastic over mili-
tary life, and all during his four years he
has been a favorite of the wearers of the
Sam Brown. With his training at B.M.I.
and Clemson. he will be of unlimited ser-
vice to Uncle Sam if lie should ever need
him.
"Pres" is somewhat of a ladies' man. lie
admits he hasn't a very good "line", but
we expect him to hook one before long.
Here's to you. Taber, as you sel -ail
on the sea of time, and may you be the














"All things are good Jar me to use properly,
decently, in moderation, and under the
proper circumstances; but nothing is
good enough to use me, or to master me."
HORTICULTUKE
Private; Private; Sergeant; Non-Sec t Lieu-
tenant ; R.O.T.C, Camp MeClellan, Ala.. Rifle
Marksman, Pist.il Marksman ; Secretary, Presi-
dent, Edgefield-McCormick Countj Club; Mem-
ber Wade Hampton Literarj Societj ; Member
Horticultural Societj .
"Eddie" decided to leave the historic
town of Edgefield in the fall of L921, to
cast his lot in "Tigertown" for four years.
If ever he had troubles no one knew it.
because he seemed to be an artist at con-
cealing bis feelings.
Throughout his college career he lias fol-
lowed the policy of leaving those whom he
disliked alone, and sticking to those he liked
under all circumstances; and being always
ready to accept an apology or to give one.
if he deemed it right.
"Eddie" is a sincere friend, a good
loser, and a perfect gentleman.
The above qualities added to his gener-
ousness and pleasing personality have
gained him a host of friends al Clemson




"God help me to be brave and strong, har-
boring no shameful thought, ready for
the day's work."
TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Private : Private ; Private ; Second Lieutenant :
Sergeant-at-Arms '-.;. Corresponding Secretarj
'24, Calhoun Literarj Society; Textile Societj
Abbeville County Club; Bible Class; Jail-Birds
Club '21-'22; Rifle Marksman, R.O.T.C, <
MeClellan, Ala.
While at Clemson, Hat-old always im-
pressed the ones with whom he came in
contact with bis friendliness, his g i
humor, and generosity. I'nder his breast
there heats a heart thai is faithful to the
last. Harold has never striven for great
honors, but was never found wanting when
there was a need to he performed, and he
has persevered at all times to his utmost.
For four years Harold helped to mould a
football team, serving unsung and unprais-
ed on the scrubs, giving all bis fight and
courage that his Alma Mater might be
well represented.
Harold was an eamesl student, and al-
though obstacles were thrown in his path
way by the faculty in the forms of examina-
tions, by his perseverance and determina-
tion he has iea(hed the goal for which he
strove.
We feel sure that Harold's fighting quali-




"If the game is going against you, keep your
head erect, set your jaw. and dig in.
This is ii /ml tests the stuff you are made
of."
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Orangeburg County Club; Active Member Y.M.
C.A. ; Senior Bible class; Member A.S.C.E.
;
Marksman R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.
"Alabama," as we all know him, first
cami- into our midst in the fall of '19.
After remaining in school for three years,
decided that he wanted to see the world
before he finished; so he left us then. It
was not until the fall of '24 that we saw
"Alabama" again. He came hack to take
up that old friendship, for it is true that
f you ever know him, he is a true friend.
This is one thing that he lias proved to
fellow students. It can be said of
"Alabama." that he has a stalwart charac-
ter and he means to do nothing but suc-
ceed, and conquer the greater things in life.
Whatever problem confronts him, we be-
lieve that he can down il like a man. Here's
to you. "Alabama." that you may succeed
in whatever you may choose, for we pre-
dict that with your ability, and self-re-
li nee j-ou will achc\-. greal su ss m hf:
Ninety
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/ man is judged not only b) what hi
but also In what hi does not tin."
TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Pi Ivate ; Private : Private : Second I. inn
Palmetto Literarj Society 'Jl-'JJ ':.':;: Textil -
ciety '22-'23 24 15; Sophomore and Senior Danc-
ing Clubs; Chesterfield County Club, Via
dfiit '25 : R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan
_
Hip ! Hip ! Hurrah ! for the boy from
Cheraw. He neither drinks nor chaws, nor
will he sleep in any
"Ilimkv.' 'a^ he is affectionately ca
is a big man from a little town. I [e c:
to Clemson with the ambition of becon
a s,.,,iur "lint-head" and by dinl of
long arms, be has reached bis goal.
"Johnny's" chief sports are tennis
leeping. In tennis, he has a faint
semblance to Tilden ; and in sleeping,
is in the same bed with old "Rip"-
only difference is thai "Hunky" lias m
gotten out of bed yet.
"John" expects to carry New York by
storm, and we, his friends, realizing his
many talents and his stunning personality,
know that some day he will be a hij; man








"Life depends on how you live it.
'
ENTOMOLOGY
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Member Columbian Literarj Society; Ommatidia
Club; Agricultural Society; Horticulture Societj ;
Oconee County Club : Expert Machine Gunner,
Co. 1». R.O.T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala., 1924.
John packed up and journeyed to Tiger-
town because there is ;i time-honored tra-
dition in Walhalla that every boy must
j;o to < 'lemson.
Early in his career al Clemson, John de-
cided tn expose himself to Entomology,
so he became one of Reed's disciples. In
order to become a full-fledged "bug" man
he pursued anthonomus grandis during his
summer of 1923. John is a good, steady,
hard-working student and stands high in
his classes.
Here's to you John, old pal, if you suc-
r I in life like you do in the mess-hall




"lie not satisfied with the smaller things of
life; strive for greater ones."
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Member of Palmetto Literary Society '22-'23-'24-
•2a; Agricultural Society '21-'2."> ; Senior R.O.T.C.,
Camp McClellan, Ala.; Orangeburg County Club.
"Trax," as we all knew him, came to us
from the metropolis of Bowman in the fall
of '21. Realizing the need of more and
better educators in South Carolina, "Trax"
decided to choos lucation as his major
stmly. and to do his part in driving illiter-
acy from our state, lie believes that suc-
cess can be obtained only by sticking to
each task that is undertaken until it is
mastered. We can very readily see this
from the success he has had in his college
work.
"Trax" is a real friend and one that can
always be depended upon. He will always
he anions our most pleasant memories. We
know very little of his love affairs, hut
we believe that he has some fair maiden
who is just-waiting for him to finish col-
lege and to build a little bungalow for
t\\o.
With such excellent traits as originality,
keen judgment, whole hcartednesN. sociabil-
ity, and nobleness of character, we can
predict for him only success.
Ninety-Two
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"Oh love, if death be sweeter, let me die."
DAIRYING
Private; Corporal; Private; Second Lieutenant;
President Marlboro County Club; Agricultural So-
ciety '!'.<-' l't ; National Dairy Show and World's
Dairy Congress, Milwaukee, wis.. 1924; Senior
Non-R.O.T.C. ; Ping Pong Team '24; Terrace
Bridge Club.
Small of stature, large of heart and
head, witty, easy to fall in love, and with
an ambition in own the dairy thai fee<
the world— these arc sumo of the traits of
"Wop." If "Wop" impresses the world as
he has "Big Ben" and ".I.I'.", we expect
to sec him some day at the acme of his
fame startling the Dairj world with "Welch
Products."
"Woii" is endowed with a personality
thai even the ladies cannot resist. It is
rumored that he ami "Sn^" may succumb
to the darts of "Dan Cupid" shortly after
graduation. Few girls will he as fortunate
as the one who captures the heart of
"Wop."
We are not prone to prophecy, hut if
such may he allowed in this case, we look
into the future and see a happy, prosperous
leader of the Dairy Industry, married of
course, making life more pleasant for him-
self and others -this being n thor than





k now enough to know that you do not
Lniiii everything."
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Private; Private; Private ; Honorary Second Lieu-
tenant; Executive Committee A.IKE ; Vice-
President Charleston County Club; Correspond-
ing Secretary Charleston County Club; Students
Newspaper Correspondence Club; Yachtsmen's
I lull
Truly, the city by the sea never produced
a nobler and a more amiable specimen of
manhood than this young gentleman who is
continually look i n ji tor g I in all things.
A It Int he is 1 1 < >t great of statue, his good
qualities of character offset everything in
this respect and make him an outstanding
st udent.
"Annie" has that quiet certitude, that
fearlessness, that concentrated energy, ami
thai power of direction of life, that spells
out efficiency, power, ami success. lie
has played well his pari in all branches of




''Let the women take the initiative."
TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Private; Corporal; Color Sergeant; Captain;
Varsity Football '22-'23-'24; Calhoun Literarj
Societj : Secretary and Treasurer Junior Class ;
Secretary and Treasurer Senior Dancing Club;
Junior Dancing Club; Block "C" Club; President
Textile Society ; Sophomore Honor Council ; R <>.
T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.
Yes. this is Bratton Williams, the one
whom you have heard so much of. lie is
not only known by the j;irls of the nearh\
ami far communities hut he is WELL
known by the football teams he has played
against. He is one of the best line plung-
ers that Clemson has had in main years
not only Clemson's Lest, hut he was placed
on the' all-Slate team of 1923 as a full-
hack.
Football is not all that he has won
1 s in. "Brat" is an all-American play-
er on the team we call "ilanin good fellow."
He can laugh, he can joke; he can play,
he can work; he can love ami he can like;
he can do anything that goes to make a
man a success, l toes anyone need more
than this when he steps out into the sea of
life?
Here's to you "Brat." Your home town
is already proud of you ami we feel sure
that your siate ami college will justlj be
so iu a few years.
Ninety-Four
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JOHN (i. \\ 1 1.1. 1 \\1S0\
Tabor, N. C.
"Smile and the world smiles with you—Life
is only what we make it."
AGRONOMY
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Wade Hampton Literary Society; Agricultural
Societj : R T.C., Camp McClellan, Ala.
Conceive of a Smith Carolinian who goes
across to North Carolina every day for his
mail Mini there you have the above named.
John <;. came t" us from the independent
Republic of Horry in the fall of 1921 and
registered with 1 1 1 «- Ag's. As his life's
work began tn crystalize, he specialized in
plants, at the beginning <>f his junior year
and concentrated his energy on agronomy
in his final year at Clemson.
As any man who has been at Clemson
iii recent years will know, John G. is a
disciple of the "Lord"—who knows corn
fr the peak of its tassel to the lip of
every runt hair ami wlm also knows the
history of every variety of cotton smith of
the North Pole, res, under the faithful
teachings of Dr. Collings, John G. lias
learned many—yes many things "even as
\ mi ami I."
His ambition after leaving Clemson is to
enlist in the army service in the rising
crusade against present farming condi-
tions, lie has a vision of fertile ami pro-
ductive areas in every portion of our stale—and we hope to see his vision come true.
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
Newberrj County Club; A IKE. ; R.O.T.C, Camp
McClellan. Ala.
Stop, take ;i look at this man who is a
man. ami who could sa.\ more of anybody
than, ''lie is a man V"
Although the city of Prosperity ili'l nol
go to ruin when Cutis left to co !'• US in
the fall of '21, We feel sure that the little
city was somewhat lonesome for Cutts. But
now. after this lad has struggled four years
with the thing we call college life, he can
mice more go back ami make his home town
worthy of its na lie can do it. We ex-
pect great things from ('utts.
We do nol say that Cutis made the he:
grades in In-- class work; we do uot even
say tic was the mosl brilliant man in the
Class of '25, bul we do say that he knows
no such a word as "can't". This man is a
friend to all. ami with this personality he









Honea Path. S. C.
"'Never give up until you have attained that
which seems impossible."
TEXTILE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Private; Private; Private; Honorary Second Lieu-
tenant; Block "C" Club; Textile Societj ; Ander-
son County Club; Vice-President Anderson
County Club '25.
Behold this sorrel top lad who hails from
the metropolis of Honea Path! The four
years that "Red" spent in our midst were
filled with activity, for he was one of the
stalwart men on the football team that
made the Tiger's line famous.
"Red" not only worked on the gridiron,
but also proved to be a consistent student
and never failed to make his presence felt
in the classroom. By his cheerfulness and
willingness, "Red" earned for himself many
friends in the student body. This is at-
tested to by his great popularity.
"Red", we know you as a true and de-
pendable friend who will not fail to do the
liest at all times. If you tackle the battles
of life as you tackled the foes on the grid-
iron, you have nothing to fear. The class
of '25 knows you, "Red", its an athlete,
a fighter, and a big-hearted chap who is




" 'Tis better to have people wonder what he
would have said than to wonder why he
said it."
ARCHITECTURE
Private; Corporal: Sergeant-Maj°r ; Second Lieu-
tenant; Architectural Societj '23-'24-'25 ; Var-
sity Football Squad '22-'23 ; Varsity Baseball
Squad '23-'24-'25 ; Track Squad '22: Basketball
S. iiiad '2T. . Secretary Cherokee County Club '24 ;
Greenville County Club '22 ; Member "Blinking
Buzzards" Society ; R.O.T.C, Camp McClellan,
Ala.
In the fall of '21, "Woody" as he is
known in Tigertown. came to Clemson and
cast his lot with the architects. During
his stay here he has made many warm
friends. Always willing to help some fel-
low student and never thinking of himself
is very characteristic of "Woody." As to
architecture, well he is some architect, and
at present he is completing plans for a
greater New York.
Go to it. "Woody" 'ole hoy. with your
ability as an architect and that wonderful
girl of yours, you can design buildings that
will surpass the Chicago Tribune Building
in beauty and splendor.
We believe in you. "Woody." ami we
know that you can deliver the goods. In
the near future the 'ole Palmetto State will
be proud to call you one of her sons.
Ninety-Six
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M WWKI I. Y01 MANS
Fairfax, S. C.
'To Kt>e in hearts we leave behind is not to
die."
DAIRYING
Private; Private; Private; Second Lieutenant;
\ ricultural Society ; Vii • I Palmetto
Literarj Society; National Dairy Club; R.O.T.C.,
Camp McClellan, Ala.
The town of Fairfax lost one of her
finesl young men when "Dingbat" lef( his
home in the fall of 1921 to east his lof
with the Dairy Maids of "Tiger-Town."
Wli.'n he reached "Tiger town" he was a
lad about five feet tall weighing about
ninety pounds, but after four years of hard
work he has reached the height of five
feel oine inches and one hundred and fiftj
pounds. He has never had an easj time
with his work, but has always been suc-
cessful in accomplishing everything he has
undertaken.
"Dingbat" is 01 f few words, but of
strong actions, and during his staj at Clem-
son he has made many friends among the
professors and cadets, as well as among the
"fairer-sex" of t he campus.
Although he does not talk much, we
know "Dingbat" is dreaming of the future.
Something worth while is all he would
plan: and hero'- to you, "Dingbat," thai
the future may hold rich rewards for you.
RED HOTUS POPI S
Falloff. S. C.
Don't let your toe-nail slip, it might cut
the sheet."
Private; Section Marcher: Private; Strictly r
\ate. Business Manager T.N'.T. : Black I Club;
President Jail bird Club; Assistant Chiel Serlong
Kire Fighters; Chairman Beat-oul Club; Pis
honor Council : Member H.P. Club : Member
Glt-Me Literarj Societj ; R.O 'I I Jut
House-party, Ala.
Here he is. ladies: The cream of the
corps—ice cream, cold cream, and whipped
cream. "Mot us" came to Jungletown one
bright Septober morning after the freight
on which he was riding had a hot-box al
Calhoun. We are ind 1 proud of such a
mythical genius of nature. Four long years
he has accomplished heaps and d noth-
ing. "Hotus" is to be admired for his
rheumatic personality; his taking ways
have caused him to be quite popular among
his fellow students -in fact, he takes every-
thing before him. He is a conglomerat
of ability. His elegance in speaking is
only exceeded bj thai of "D.W." ; his abil
ity as a military genius is well known, and
only Col. "Horse" Mullius ca itwit him
in his ability to use the arms. He has
the appetite of Finklea, the language of
Captain Higgins, ami the moccasin step oi
( aptain Lee.




We, the class of 1925, having made our last blow on our
col lege professors, are about to see the curtain rung down on
our college 1 career which puts us out as a class among classes
and as men among men.
There have been, before our lime, this day in June, twenty-
seven classes who have joyfully marched up and received the
diploma of graduation. Not one of those who have stood with
their fellow-classmen at such a time will ever forget the feel-
ings he had when he received the certificate which represents
honest labors, loyal attention, and constant efforts. That cer-
tificate is our passport from this institution of higher learning
to the great foreign school of life—a foreign school because
so few of us have ever faced the problems or learned the les-
sons of that life into which we are about to enter.
Four years ago—on September 13, 1921, it was—we were
only individuals scattered throughout the entire state and na-
tion, but one day later we found ourselves assembled in one
large body—and it was here that we first became known as
"The Class of 1925," a title of which we are justly proud.
Timid, awkward, and unsophisticated, yet hopeful, we
launched into the sea of unknown difficulties and unseen hard-
ships, but we have let nothing interfere with the accomplish-
ment of that which we set out to do. The tasks have been per-
formed, the hardships borne, the difficulties have been bravely
met, and the Class of "25 has reached that goal for which it
has so earnestly striven for four long years.
\ll along this road over which we have traveled for four
years, we have found numerous springs of knowledge and foun-
X m< ty-Eighl
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tains of wisdom from which we have taken more or less copious
draughts. Although the waters have sometimes seemed bitter,
they have proved fatal to very few of our original number.
But who is this Class of 1925? It is not only a bod) oJ
men who were bound together like a big family with that in-
tangible yet powerful something we call "Tiger Spirit." but il
is also a class of honor, for it is to the credit of the Class of
1925 that it reintroduced the honor system and is the first class
to go out from the walls of this institution atfer having observed
the honor system for the entire four years. Moreover, it is not
only a class of true Tigers and of honor, but also a class ol
athletics, as is witnessed by the laet that it has had four men
out of every seven on all athletic teams for the last tour vears;
and with all these it has been a class of scholarships, as the
records clearly show.
But our lour vears here have been spent, and we must now
bid farewell to our friends among the student body and thai
group of men, the faculty, who have so faithfully labored will)
unending patience that we might be better prepared to face the
world. Members of the faculty, we appreciate your untiring
efforts lo make us what we should be. men that Clemson will
be proud to call her own.
We say farewell to become again freshmen in the school ol
life. The fellows of our elas> who have acquired leadership,
fame or honor here, will again become unknown: but not for
long will they remain in obscurity.
We, the Class of 1925, have here imbibed that spirit ol
sen ice that will make for us a place in the busy world, and
we shall strive for that honorable success that will reflect credit
on our dear old Alma Mater, and we humbly hope that sin- may
find pride in calling us her loyal sons.
—
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Three years of college life now lie marked by the passing foot-
steps of the Juniors. Three years, already assuming the mellow
glow of the past, have marked us 'tis true, but just as inevitably,
we have left our mark on them as they have crept by. Now as we
stand on the crest that divides the Junior from his serious thought-
ful senior brother, let us pause in retrospect.
As we look, we perceive that the Juniors grace the fields of
every collegiate activity. They are bulwarks on the gridiron, me-
teors on the cinder path, and marks of admiration on the basketball
court. They have invaded the tennis courts, and they ran rampant
over the baseball diamond. No branch of athletics functions with-
out the Junior.
Yet turn to scholastic, Christian and social life. Again the
Junior is conspicuous. Our members are establishing new marks
of excellence in studies daily; they forward every endeavor of the
Y.M.C.A., and heartily support each new effort of the Sunday schools
and churches. If a civic endeavor needs aid, the Junior is always
a ready and efficient helper. A Junior heads the glee club, and
Juniors preside over the two orchestras here. Our class is small in
number, but we earnestly strive to compensate for that fact by our
loyalty to Clemson.
Many momentous events have occurred during our stay here,
but further enumeration would tire the reader. Let it suffice to
say that we have striven to improve and elevate the ideals and stand-
ards at dear old C.A.C., and we heartily hope and pray that our
efforts may not have been in vain.
Warmed by success and achievement, chilled by discourage-
ment and adverse circumstances at times, we have been tempted
as few classes ever have; yet through it all we have emerged with
a grim determination to go ever forward. To hesitate is to lose;
only in progress is there gain, and it is in this belief that we set
our jaws more firmly and plunge onward into the unknown mists of
the future.
—E. W. Carpenter, Jr., Historian Junior Class.
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Bright were the prospects as the "Ship of Class" named
Sophomore weighed anchor and emharked on its nine months
journey through the roughest waters of a collegiate sea.
Smooth was the sailing for the first few weeks, filled with
amusement and service at the expense of the Rats, and the
time flew by, quickened by the interest in our football team
de luxe. But soon clouds gathered in the once blue sky, and
the water which seemed so still and peaceful as we crossed the
bar, became a roaring, raging mass of discord and debate.
Ere the storm had subsided, many of our valient crew were miss-
ing. Yes, taken from us during a few hours of pitch and toss,
yet they left memories and friendships which shall remain for-
ever and shall be cherished with respect in the hearts of their
classmates.
We, who were left, decided not to desert the ship, but to
bridge the gaps and "carry on." This we did and now that
land has been sighted we feel that we have met with success.
Next year the spirit of the place shall imbue us with new
and better courage to man the good ship Junior. Thus we
shall move forward toward our destination and goal.
So here's to you. our Alma Mater,
The seed you planted is not dead.
The .spirit blooms in all its glory.
Deep rooted in a blood that's red.
We cant be to you unfaithful
For of you we all are parts
And the sacred love of Clemson
Stands untarnished in our hearts.
—W. C. Brown, Historian Sophomore Class.
One Hundred and Twenty-One
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One Hundred and Twenty-Three
Freshman Class History
On the morning of September 5, 1924, there assembled in the chapel for the first time the
Freshman Class of the term 1924-'25. In quantity the largest class ever assembled in the chapel.
One could tell we were Freshmen b\ the blank look on our faces. The next morning we were
conspicuous because the "Sophs" had relieved us of our hair. We thought the "Sophs" were trying
to be intimate ivhen they invited us to their rooms, but we never left with the same idea. Perhaps
we were after the key to the small parade ground or maybe the "wise fool" wanted some reveille oil.
Soon, however, we learned what the life of a Freshman is, and when we had passed the momentary
stage of home sickness, we were true Tigers of Clemson.
In October we elected the following officers: President, L. D. Chandler; Vice-President, H. L.
Eskew; Secretary and Treasurer, F. C. Manning; Historian. J. P. Dozier. We adopted the honor
system making Clemson one hundred per cent, for honor, as the classes before us had adopted the
honor system.
To stop without saying something about the Tiger Cubs would be doing them a great injustice.
They had a very good season in football having won two and lost two of the state games. The
Cubs will have a chance to show theh "stuff" on the Varsity next year. First call for basketball
found about fifty Freshmen ready to begin practice. Every Freshman is eager for baseball and
track to start because they are all ready to
1 do anything to make this class the best one that ever
i ntered Clemson.












































































































































































































































































































































































COL. H. D. MLLLINS
LT. COL. F. E. Bl CK
M VI. J. E. DARBY
MAJ. C. A. ROBINSON
MAI. J. W. CHANDLER
<.\PT. T. G. ROCHE
CAPT. I). 0. HERBERT
CAPT. S. L. .1 \CKSON
CAPT. R. H. SMITH
FIRST LT. E. I.. SMITH
FIRST LT. J. M. LONGI FA
FIRST LT. T. J. HART
H.N. SCT. MVI. .1. g. Wli n
REG. SGT. M VI. I. B. CAl <;IIM \\
REG. SI I'I'l.V SGT. S. F. WELLS
COLOR SGT. G. I. F1NKLEA
COLOR SGT. E. M. SALLEY
BN. SGT. MAJ. .1. E. WESTBl \l\
BN. SGT. MAJ. W. R. ELLIOTT
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Drum and Bugle Corps
MISS DICKSON Sponsor
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The Football Season
Friend or Rival, as you pass over these few words of the historj "I athletics at Clemson
College foi the year 1924-1925. may you be lenient in your criticisms of our biased ideas and
opinions. Try to be constructive in those criticisms, for winning >r losing it was our team: and
because it was our team, it was the better team.
From the camparative scores and the number of games won. the football season of 24 was
not the glorious and brilliant success that we had wished it to he. But in that field of true and
clean intercollegiate athletic contests, there are those who never consider anything except games
won and point- piled up. To be sure, this is a vastly important element and the only waj 1>\
which teams are finally rated. Those who analyze the circumstances and difficulties under which
each team is forced to labor realize that no team can be properly rated solely on the numbei
of games won. The Tiger Football Team of '21 was forced to strive under the most adverse
and trying conditions. At one time it seemed that the team was destined to he the orphan
tram of South Carolina and the ward of the Southern Intercollegiate Conference. Internal strife
arose in the Tiger lair that placed the Team amidst a heart-breaking and most annoying struggle.
It required a most marvelous display of determination to overcome the seemingly overwhelming
and resistless attack at the very foundation of the Team: but the test was met with the true
fighting Tiger spirit, and the Team placed in its crown many brilliant stars that will long shine
and show to the true sportsmen a high standard of grit and pep. Clemson Brother-, whenever
^^^g^^^^^^^g^^
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you look back to the season of 1924. remember how your Team stood unshaken under its difficul-
ties and you will clearly see that element that means most to any organization—Fight.
On September 27th the Tigers had completed the sharpening of their claws and were in
perfect condition, both mentally and physically to meet any man— eleven. The style and brand
of football displayed on that day would have been a credit to any football team in the country.
The Elon eleven was no match for the raging Tigers and it was powerless to resist an attack
that finally lulled up a 60 to score. But Elon was playing football too, only they were help-
less before the onslaught poured upon them in the Tiger Lair. To name the stars would onlj
be to give the entire line-up of the Tiger team. Elon's captain, a red-headed fighting tackle, Mr.
Whitsell, was their outstanding player.
In the fall of 1923, the Auburn Tiger came to give battle to the Tiger from the Hills in
our own den. and the Plainsmen were glad to return home after holding the Clemson Tiger to
a scoreless tie. At Drake Field on October 1th. Auburn had collected her sons from far and
near so that these sons might have a Homecoming Day feast at the expense of our Tigers. It
was a mighty battle, the kind we like to tell about while sitting around the fire during cold winter
days. For a while it seemed that the history of the last meeting would be repeated!, A fierce
punting duel between Mr. "'Pea" Green, of Auburn and our own captain. Charlie Robinson, raged
fasl and furious until Peterson made a fair catch on our forty-nine yard line. From this line
and at a very difficult angle. Williams kicked from placement a most beautiful field goal. In
the third quarter, he placed a drop-kick between the bars from the thirty-five yard line. The
line plunging, ripping, and ramming of one, Mr. Salter, of Auburn, seemed super-human and his
efforts were rewarded with a touchdown in the closing moments of play. As is very often the
case, it is very difficult to pick out the stars. "Pea" Green, "Dean" Peterson, "Fat-" Lawrence,
and Salter were Auburn's outstanding fighters. Charlie Robinson's forty-five yard dash from the
line of scrimmage was the most brilliant run of the game. Captain Charlie. "Dutch" Tennant,
"Butch" Holahan, and Gary Finklea shone for Clemson. The 13 to for \uhuru might be a
justifiable retaliation for the treatment they had previously received, but no score can tell all the
fight and sportmanship that were displayed on Drake Field.
The Presbyterian College Blue Stockings brought to Iiiggs Field on October llth an eleven
that showed the same pep and fight that has long been a characteristic of P. ('.. athletic teams.
The fact that the Tigers were able to win by a score of 14 to shows none ol the difficulties
that had to be overcome to roll up even so small a score as two touchdowns. On several occa-
sions, tin' aerial attack used by the Blue Stockings seemed as if it would overcome all opposition
and bring sorrow to the Tiger hearts; but the will to win was too great, and the I'igers would
mil give up even one point.
That idea of the breaks id the game again proved itseli to be true in tin- annual battle with
the Gamecocks el Carolina. Before the laige^i crowd ever assembled at a football game in South
Carolina, the Gamecocks snatched victor) from the Tigei - when Mr. P. .). IJoatwright booted a
n
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field goal from the 17 yard line. The very worst break ol the jjame brought about the situation
previous to Boatwright"s performance. It was during the third quartet >\ a most desperately
fought game that Clemson had possession of the ball on Carolina's 39-yard line. Charlie Robin-
son stepped back to make a forward pass. A Carolina lineman deflected the ball from its in-
tended course, and the oval dropped into Edmunds anxious arms. Robinson was the man who
stopped Edmunds before he could cross our goal line. From this position the Gamecocks tried
in vain to penetrate our line. For the fourth down, Boatwright stepped hack and kicked the
field goal that proved the only score of the game.
Homecoming Day at Tigertown did not prove so glorious 1 1 » i — yeai fot the Team was forced
to how before the marvelous machine from Virginia Tech. The precision and effectiveness of 1 1 1 i
—
machine gave us the idea that it was invented solely for the purpose "I producing touchdown-.
This the Gobblers did until the final whistle had blown and the) had produced 50 point- while
Clemson could garner only 6. This lone touchdown for Clemson was made in a verj earl) pari
of the game alter a most beautiful run by Pat Harmon through the middle ol the V. P. I. line
from almost midfield. The phenomenal foot work, side stepping, and kicking ol Rutherford for
\. P. I. was indeed beautiful to see even though this young mans behaviot was most adverse
to our desires.
I In Wildcats ol Davidson furnished a stern opposition and won a clean victor) from the
Tigers at Wearn Field in Charlotte. The Clemson machine entered the ha\ minus the services
of its Captain. Charlie Robinson, Bratton William-, and Sam Jack-on. In the second quarter,
David-on began a terrific drive down the field that ended in a twenty-five yard forward pass
that brought the lone touchdown ol the game and victor) to the Wildcat-. To finish up the
count, Hunt kicked the extra point from placement. That night at the \™ Charlotte Hotel the
spirit behind a Clemson team, even though in defeat, was clearh and sincerel) displayed by
the < harlotte Uumni. The team was there honored b) a banquet and made to know ol the
"stuff" in the old Tigers.
I lie Citadel liulldogs proved themselves to be past masters in the arl of football aeronautics.
For the first time -ince the year 1916, the Citadel devised a machine thai could master the Tiget
clan. Teddy Week- was the vital cog in that machine and the star of the game. For Clemson,
Dutch Tennant proved to every spectator that linemen are not in the game men-Is to (.pen holes
or smother opposing plays. Dutch it was who scooped up a fumble and made a real threat against
the Citadel goal. Dutch carried the ball and several tackier- to Citadel's eight-yard line before
he was finally downed. \lier -e\eral line plays the hall ended with the hall on Citadel'- two-
yard line. When the du-l had settled and the grave] cea-cd to roll on a cruell) barren gridiron.
Citadel was the victor by 20 to 0.
The last game of the 1924 football season brought to a close the college football career- of
some ol the greatest players ever -ecu in the Tiger line-up. Those Seniors who played their last
game for Clemson were Captain Charlie Robinson. Pat Harmon. Bratton Williams, "Doc" Melton,
One Hundred and Eighty-Five
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Dan Stewart. '"Dutch" Tennant, Sam Jackson, and "Red" Wilson. Too much cannot be said of
what these true Tigers have done toward placing Clemson's Football Team in the lime-light.
These men playing the last game of a hectic season covered themselves with glory and brought
honor to their Alma Mater.
Surely everyone acquainted with a Clemson-Furman football game knows exactly what a real
snappy, scrappy football game can be. Those who saw the Thanksgiving Day game in 1924
saw all that anyone could wish. At not one moment during the entire game did the fight slow
up and to add to its interestingness the decision for victory' did not come until the closing minutes
of play. After a beautiful forty-yard pass from Chewning to Minnick. Furman had possession of
the ball on Clemson's ten-yard line. All attempts to penetrate the Tiger defense were of no
avail. For the last down of the series, Chewning dropped back and kicked a perfect goal from
placement.
Attempting to pick the individual stars of this game is much like attempting the impossible.
The defensive work of the entire Tiger team was of an inspired order, but we wish especially
to mention the punting of Charlie Robinson, and the ability of Finklea and Bowles in smothering
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The molding of a basketball team that would embody the true Tigerism
of Clemson teams presented a real problem to the coaches. There were
only two letter men back about which the team was to be built. These two
men, Captain '"Pinkie" Colbert and Wallace Roy, proved themselves to be
most worthy ol the trust that was placed in them.
The entire season in itself did not show as we had hoped in games won
and lost, but no one can say that this Tiger team bowed humbly to anyone.
The defeats were taken with a head held up in pride and with a thorough
knowledge that il had played the game.
That ever) bitter has its sweet, and ever) sadness its humor is well
portrayed in the part that this team had in its dealings with one of the schools
of Georgia. Before the season started, the basketball team of this school
One Hundred and Eighty-Nine
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was likened to a mighty wind in its passage over our State sweeping before
il every game. This lead that team to be acclaimed ""Champions of South
Carolina."' This season this wind did not find such an unobstructed path.
The stories of the Clemson victories over Georgia Tech are too well im-
planted in our memories to need more than a word to bring back these games
in all their thrill of victory.
The fact thai Captain Colbert's men did not always return the larger
end of the score does not in the least detract from our respect for these de-
termined Tigers who represented our Alma Mater. Be it known to all that
we have been and still are proud of I hose men who for the last time have
tossed baskets for Clemson, "Pinkie" Colbert, "Johnnie" Johnson, "Funny"
Hunch, Jack Chandler, and Harry Woodside.











































you look back to the season of 1924. remember how your Team stood unshaken under its difficul-
ties, and you will clearly see that element that means most to any organization—Fight.
On September 27th the Tigers had completed the sharpening of their claws and were in
perfect condition, both mentally and physically to meet any man's eleven. The style and brand
of football displayed on that day would have been a credit to an\ football team in the country.
The Elon eleven was no match for the raging Tigers and it was powerless to resist an attack
that finally rolled up a 60 to score. But Elon was playing football too. only they were help-
less before the onslaught poured upon them in the Tiger Lair. To name the stars would onlj
be to give the entire line-up of the Tiger team. Elon's captain, a red-headed fighting tackle, Mr.
Whitsell. was their outstanding player.
In the fall of 1923, the Auburn Tiger came to give battle to the Tiger from the Hills in
our own den. and the Plainsmen were glad to return home after holding the Clemson Tiger to
a scoreless tie. At Drake Field on October 4th. \uburn had collected her sons from far and
near so that these sons might have a Homecoming Day feast at the expense of our Tigers. It
was a mighty battle, the kind we like to tell about while sitting around the fire during cold winter
days. For a while it seemed that the history of the last meeting would be repeated, \ fierce
punting duel between Mr. ''Pea" Green, of Auburn and our own captain. Charlie Robinson, raged
fast and furious until Peterson made a fair catch on our forty-nine yard line. From this line
and at a very difficult angle. Williams kicked from placement a most beautiful field goal. In
the third quarter, he placed a drop-kick between the bars from the thirty-five yard line. The
line plunging, ripping, and ramming of one, Mr. Salter, of Auburn, seemed super-human and his
efforts were rewarded with a touchdown in the closing moments id pla\. \s i- veiv > ft < -n the
case, it is very difficult to pick out the stars. "Tea'" Green. "Dean" Peterson, "Fats" Lawrence,
and Salter were Auburn's outstanding fighters. Charlie Robinsons forty-five yard dash from the
line (il scrimmage u;h the nmst brilliant run ot the game. Captain Charlie, ""Dutch" Tennant,
"Butch" Holahan, and Gary Finklea shone for Clemson. The 13 to for \uhurn might be a
justifiable retaliation for the treatment they had previously received, but no score can tell all the
fight and sportmanship that were displayed on Drake Field.
The Presbyterian College Blue Stockings brought to Kiggs Field on October lltb an eleven
thai showed the same pep and fight that has lung been a characteristic of I'. C. athletic teams.
The fact that the Tigers were able to win b) a -run- ol 14- to shows none ol the difficulties
thai had to be overcome to roll up even so small a score as luo touchdowns. On several occa-
sions, the aerial attack used by the Blue Stockings seemed as il it would overcome all opposition
and luing sorrow to the Tiger hearts: but the will to win was too great, and the Tigers would
not give up even one point.
Thai idea of the breaks ol the game again proved itself to be true in the annual battle with
the G. scocks oi Carolina. Before the Largest crowd evet assembled at a football game in South
Carolina, the Gamecocks snatched victor) from the Tigers when Mr. 1'. I. Boatwright booted a
One Hundred and Eighty-Four
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field goal from the 17-yard line. The very worst break of the game brought about t lie situation
previous to Boatwright's performance. It was during the third quarter of a most desperately
fought game that Clemson had possession of the hall on Carolina's 39-yard line. Charlie Robin-
son stepped back to make a forward pass. A Carolina lineman deflected the hall from its in-
tended course, and the oval dropped into Edmund's anxious arms. Robinson was the man who
stopped Edmunds before he could cross our goal line. From this position the Gamecocks tried
in vain to penetrate our line. For the fourth down, Boatwright stepped hick and kicked the
field goal that proved the only score of the game.
Homecoming Day at Tigertown did not prove so glorious this year for the Team was forced
to how before the marvelous machine from Virginia Tech. The precision and effectiveness ol this
machine gave us the idea that it was invented solely for the purpose of producing touchdowns.
This the Gobblers did until the final whistle bad blown and the} had produced 50 point- while
Clemson could gamer onl) '>. This lone touchdown for Clemson was made in a verj early part
of the game after a most beautiful run by Pat Harmon through the middle of the \. 1*. i. line
from almost midfield. The phenomenal foot work, side -tipping, ami kicking ol Rutherford foi
\. P. I. was indeed beautiful to see even though this young man'- behavior was most adverse
to our desires.
The Wildcats of Davidson Furnished a stern opposition and won a clean victor) from die
Tigers at Wearn Field in Charlotte. The Clemson machine entered the lra\ minus the services
of its Captain. Charlie Robinson, Bratton Williams, and Sam Jackson. In the second quarter,
Davidson began a terrific drive down the field that ended in a twentv five yard forward pass
that brought the lone touchdown of the garni- and victor) to tin- Wildcat-. To finish up the
count. Hunt kicked the extra point from placement. That night at the Nevi Charlotte Motel the
spirit behind a Clemson team, even though in defeat, wa- clearl) and sincerel) displayed In
the Charlotte Alumni. The team was there honored In a banquet and made to know of the
"stuff" in the old Tigers.
I he Citadel Bulldogs proved themselves to he past masters in the ait ol football aeronautic-.
For the first time since the year 1916, the Citadel devised a machine that could master the Tiger
clan. Teddx Week- wa- the vital cog in that machine and the star of the game. For Clemson,
Dutch Tennant proved to even spectator that linemen are not in the game merel) to open holes
or smother opposing plays. Dutch it was who scooped up a fumble and made a real threat against
the Citadel goal. Dutch carried the hall and several tacklers to Citadel'- eight-yard line before
he was final!) downed, \lter several line plays the half ended with the hall on Citadel'- two-
yard line. When the dust had settled and the gravel ceased to roll on a cruell) barren gridiron.
Citadel was the victor by 20 to 0.
The last game of tin- 1 c >l2 1 football season brought to a close the college football careers of
some of the greatest players ever -ecu in the Tiger line-up. Those Senior- who played their last
game for Clemson were Captain Charlie Robinson, Pal Harmon, Bratton William-. "Doc'" Melton,
One Hundred and Eighty-Five
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Dan Stewart, '"Dutch" Tennant, Sam Jackson, and "Red" Wilson. Too much cannot be said of
what these true Tigers have done toward placing Clcmson's Football Team in the lime-light.
These men playing the last game of a hectic season covered themselves with glory and brought
honor to their Alma Mater.
Surely everyone acquainted with a Clemson-Furman football game knows exactly what a real
snappy, scrappy football game can be. Those who saw the Thanksgiving Day game in 1924
saw all that anyone could wish. At not one moment during the entire game did the fight sJow
up and to add to its interestingness the decision for victory did not come until the closing minutes
of play. After a beautiful forty-yard pass from Chewning to Minnick, Furman had possession of
the ball on Clemson's ten-yard line. All attempts to penetrate the Tiger defense were of no
avail. For the last down of the series. Chewning dropped back and kicked a perfect goal from
placement.
Attempting to pick the individual stars of this game is much like attempting the impossible.
The defensive work of the entire Tiger team was of an inspired order, but we wish especially
to mention the punting of Charlie Robinson, and the ability of Finklea and Bowles in smothering
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One Hundred and Eiglily-Eif,ht
Basketball
The molding <>l a basketball team thai would embody the true Tigerism
of Clemson teams presented a real problem to the coaches. There were
only two Letter men hack about which the team was to be built. These two
men. Captain "Pinkie" Colbert and Wallace Roy, proved themselves to be
most worthy of the trust that was placed in them.
The entire season in itself did not show as we had hoped in games won
and lost, but no one can say that this Tiger team bowed humbly to anyone.
The defeats were taken with a head held up in pride and with a thorough
knowledge that it had played the game.
That every bitter has its sweet, and every sadness its humor is well
portrayed in the part that this team had in its dealings with one of the schools
of Georgia. Before the season started, the basketball team of this school
One Hundred and Eighty-Nine
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was likened to a mighty wind in its passage over our State sweeping before
it every game. This lead that team to be acclaimed "Champions of South
Carolina." This season this wind did not find such an unobstructed path.
The stories of the Clemson victories over Georgia Tech are too well im-
planted in our memories to need more than a word to bring back these games
in all their thrill of victory.
The fact that Captain Colbert's men did not always return the larger
end o( the score does nol in the Least detract from our respect for these de-
termined Tigers who represented our Alma Mater. Be it known to all that
we have been and still are proud of those men who for the last time have
tossed baskets for Clemson, "Pinkie" Colbert, "Johnnie" Johnson, "Funny"
Bunch, Jack Chandler, and Harry Woodside.












































his ilThe cinder men of Clemson set out to do great things from the start, and tin tney
nobly did. Under the able tutelage of Coach Reed, the Tigers did great things. The Clemson
representatives at the Tech Relays were there with winged feet. In the distance medley, the
Tiger team of '24 set a new Southern record, but the team of '25 composed of Robinson, Roy,
Newman and Cullum cut thirteen seconds from the old record. The sprint medley team of
Robinson, Roy, Newman, and Mitchell ran Coach Reed's Alma Mater a close second.
No amount of praise could be too great for the determination and grit thai was
this year displayed by two of our former star track men. We tell of the work of Captain
Lewis Smith and Jack Chandler. Lewis was hit hard indeed by a physical injury. Inn he
would not quit until his doctor refused to let him do any more. Jack had not sufficiently
recovered from a serious operation to withstand the terrific strain, imposed on a dash
man, but he likewise would not quit until ordered to do so by his physician. The be-





















ch 28 Furman at Gr
4 Wofford at Clemson
1 8 Wake Forest at Wake Forest
9 Davidson at Davidson
I 1
.'? Carolina <n (Jem son
I 17 Wofford ni Spartanburg
1 18 • Carolina at Columbia
1 21 Furman at Clem son
1 25 • Tech at Clemson
1 28. 29 and 30 State Meet at Spartanburg








The schedule arranged for the Tiger nine presented one of the longest and
hardest schedules a college club ever had. At the first call to practice a great number
of determined ball tossers were out to mold the team that we were proud to see in
the field. Among the older players were found Captain Pat Harmon. Bill Murr. Doc
Melton. Shorty Chappell. Lefty Smith, Rusty Keel. Luke Salley, Runt Herron, Dan
Stewart and Harry Woodside. To this list of letter men were added several who had
come up from the Rat Team of '24 and the ranks of the scrubs. From this class came
such good men as McGill. Bethea, Price. Milling and Jones.
The team did not strike its full stride until it began the series with the North
Georgia Aggies on the Home grounds. The Tigers applied the willow to the tomato
in line winning >t\le that brought home the rag.
ll
Following the Georgians were the Wofford Terriers who bent and broke before
le Home c ub. Even the versatile Wolfe of Wofford went down in defeat.
Two days after the Furman game. The Michigan Wolverines paid us a visit of
two days on their southern tour. Even though the Wolverines did take two games
from us. we are proud of the fact that we had the opportunity to extend to them our
hospitality, lntersectional games with other colleges means a great deal to us and it
is our hope that Clemson will have the opportunity to have many more such opponents
in the future.
The thirteen inning game with the University of Tennessee was a thriller. The
Tigers started things by pushing across two runs in the second. But when the pre-
scribed number of innings had been played the score stood six all. In the tenth the
Tiger's chances seemed slim, for Tennessee chalked up two runs in their half of that
frame; but the Tigers made a mighty effort and tied the count again. It was three
up and three down until at the end of the thirteenth. Such a decision was entirely use-
less. When the Tigers came to bat this inning Luke Salley drove in the winning run
when he brought Herron from second.
(Note:—We are indeed sorry that we were forced to send "Taps" to press before
the baseball season had ended; therefore we are unable to give all the games as well
as several pictures of the men I
.
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The history of athletics at Clemson for the year '24-'25 has been
written. This history has been written in such a way that it can never
be erased for it is printed in the hearts of every true Tiger and Clemson
admirer. Words and letters can never be written that can tell the stories
as they are written in those hearts. The future generations will hear the
tales of these events from the lips of those who saw or participated in
those contests; but the real thrill, in its truest sense, can never be im-
parted however attentive may be the hearer or how eloquent he narrator.
As the class of '25 leaves Clemson it carries with it some of the
greatest athletes that Clemson has ever known. The teams of the col-
lege will lose much at present, but Clemson will gain in the end. These
men will be alumni of Clemson, and a college is made by its alumni.
Men of Clemson, may the glory of your careers at Clemson be dimmed
only by the glory and honor that you will bring to your Alma Mater in
the years to come.
7'/rn Hundred and Six
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Two Hundred and Twenty-One
Two Hundred and Twenty-Two
Two Hundred and Twenty-Three







E. L. SMITH President, First Quarter
T. G. ROCHE • President, Second Quarter
L. R. BOOKER President, Third Quarter
.). C. BAGWEL1 President, Fourth Quarter
MEMBERS
\SISI1.L C. M. GASTON, L. D. LEMMON, .1. M.
BAGWELL, .1. C. HANK. \\ . W. PHILPOT, C. P.
BOOKER, L. R. HERLONG, E. S. RO( 111.. \. 0.
Ill CK, F. E. Ill DSON. G. E. R0< HE, T. G.
BRITT, C E. JORDAN. E. H. ROGERS, \. \l.
Ill RGESS, R. II. JACKSON, R. A. Rl TLEDGE, .1. I!.
BAKER, .1. II. KING. B. D. SMITH. E. L.
CANNON. \. E. KING. J. N. SMITH. \. J.
CHAPMAN, \\. I'. KIZF.K, II. K. STONEY, P. I).
CI LLER. F. N. LAW. I. M. STOKES. K. E.
DOWUNC. C. I!. LYONS, I. I. TATE, H. S.
HORN. T. E. MVITHKWS. .1. I). TARRANT, W. E.
KKKKMW. \\. C. MACK. K. M. TAYLOR. H. K.
FARMER, \\. \. MITCHELL, R. II. TRENT. R. L.
KM ST. C. C. NORTON. J. J. W VRREN, J. A.
FLOWERS, H. B. NORTON. W. L. WELLS. S. K.
WILLI VMS. W. B.
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Columbian Liberary Society
I) W. STRIBLING President
E SANDERS Vice-President
S. L BELI .SV/i/..f Crilic
I.. II SIMKINS • Recording Secretary
II. K. TiNSLE'V Corresponding Secretary
II. \. BROWN ////»<" Cr.tfc
I. K. ( iROWSON Sophomore Critic
B. K. MOORE Sergeant-at- trms
T. \. BONNER Treasurer
MKMBKRS
MM. I. L. GILLESPIE. I!. B. SANDERS, I..
BELL, S. L. GILLESPIE, D. I). SANDERS, K. I!.
BM.DWIY II. L. II \RT T. J. SHEPHERD. \\. E.
BLAKENEY, C. R. HARRISON, W. S. SIMKINS, L. H.
BLAKENEY, I.. B. HENRY, S. \\
.
SMITH, R. H.
BONNER, T. \. JENNINGS I.e. SPRINGER, E.
BROWN. H. \. KIRTON M. B. STEM)M\N, C. L
CALHOI N. \\. B. M.-CLELLAN. G. \\
.
STRIBLING. D. W.
CARTER. W. H. McCORMAC, E. L. STRIBLING. R. M.
GARY. F. L. McCOLL, H. G. TAYLOR, H. L.
CROW SON. J. K. McGREW, C. J. THOMSON, D. P.
DAY, C. B. MOORE. B. R. TINSI.KV H. K.
FREELAND, B. W. WOODW Mil). M. H. TODD. J. N.
GARRISON. C. li. MORRIS. J. A.







G. E. II \\\ MN> President First Term
J. E. SMITH President Second Term
T. E. McLEOD President Thud Term
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II VWKINS, G. E.
HINSON. H. S.
ii \mi;i;k;ht. w. \.
KING, <:. B.





McGR \W. L. G.
M \ISTIN. \\. E.
M VNER, W. F.
LEE, R. L.




PRl ITT. W. H.
SI THER] \ND.





II HNER, C. M.
\ \N DE Ki;\ E,
WHITE. W. \.
\\ I \THERSBEE, A. \.
YOl M \NS. M.
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M. Ii. KIRTON President
J. E. CI 1)1) I ice-President
M. L. PARLEB Secretary mid Treasurer
MRS. I). .1. KIRTON Sponsor
HONORARY MEMBERS
PROF. RUDOLPH E. LEE PROF. R. (,. \l I l.\ PROF. MAURICE SEIGLER
MKVIBERS
ALLEN. C C DeYOUNG, I). F. McDANIEL, S. W
VTKINSON. I. M. DOIiSOY C. II. \l, I \\\H\\ J p
AYERS. I). C. DOWLDSON. H. D. \loolil
I T
BALLENGER, II. G. DICKS. R. L. KEEN4N H E
IS\RT<>\. I.. S. HALL, J. H. KWISKY, W. f.
BRYCE, G. W. ELART, G. W. ROSS T \l
CHAPMAN, W. E. HI DGENS, \\ . W. SHEALY N* P
CREECH. I. C. HICKS. J. ((. SMITH, R. E.
'
CL'NNIN(;HUI, .1. \\. JAMES, S. II. SPENCER B
CUTTINO, D. S. LEVIN, J. D. SWEENEY. D. F.
TOZIER, L. R. WOODSIDE. H. R.
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V'/r/i Hundred and Forty-Two
Two Hundred and Forty-Thret

Personnel
WAYLAND A. SHANDS, "26 Director
F. EDWARD BUCK, "25 Manager
WILLIAM L. LIPPINCITT -Iceompanist
FIRST TENORS LEWIS E. CROMER. "27 JAMES F. McGOWAN, '28
[AMES M ATKINSON '28 J- RODERICK HELLER. "25 JOSEPH A. WARREN. '27
I VRTHUR BOYD '26' FRED B. LEITZSEY. '26 WAYLAND A. SHANDS, '26
IDW \RD S. HERLONG, "25 T. MERCER ROSS. '28 cr™™r, oacc
CHARLES Y PHILLIPS '27 NEWTON W. STEVENSON. '26 SECOND BASS
I). RAMSEY ERGLE, '26
SECOND TENORS FIRST BASS J. GORHAM FORD, '28
F. EDWARD BUCK. '25 CHARLEY R. GARRISON. '26 E. McQUEEN SALLEY, '26
W. BRYANT CALHOUN, '27 WARREN C. HUTCHINS, '28 N. PATRICK SHEALEY, '25
QUARTET
BOYD BUCK SHANDS SHEALEY
ORCHESTRA





FRED LEITZSEY "JAKE" CROMER CHARLEY GARRISON
Two Hundred uud Forty-Five

Senior Dancing Club
E. LEWIS SMITH President
E. \ I.FORD McCORMAC / ice-President
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G. W. GIGNILLIAT President
ERNEST W. CARPENTER
/ ice-President
r, GILREKT Secretary and Treasure}
MEMBERS
BRYAN. W. W. GILMER, F. S.
BRADLEY, T. L. LAW J M
CARSON. J. w. lemmon, J. m
CAUGHMAN, J. B. LEITZSEY, F B
COLEMAN, H. C. PORTER. L. A.
COX. H. A. SIMKINS. L. H.
CLDD, J. E. SMITH, E. H.
DARBY. J. M. SMITH, R. E.
GARRISON, C. R. TAYLOR. W. H.
GARRISON. N. A. WHITE. W. A
ZAGORA, 6. F.











II VSKELL, \. C.
HICKS. M. H.
KERSHAW, J.




K. M. MACE President
F. C. McLEES Vice-President
I. (,. MrlliWX Secretary and Treasurer
MRS. GERTRUDE MACE Sponsor
HONORARY MEMBERS
PROF. li. E. GOODALE PROF. J. P. LaMASTER
.1. E. ROSS G. II. HENRY MISS K.LA1NE KEITH
MEMBERS
BAILES, J. M. McCLELLAN, G. W.
BAILEY, T. I.. \\. PAULL1NG, J. R.
BETHEA, T. J. RICKBORN. .1. H.
HAMBRIGHT, W. \. SMITH. C. T.
HAWKINS, G. E. STEER, R. D.
Ill I- I'M W. W. C. WELCH, W. F.
I M KSON, |!. \. WILLIAMSON, J. H.
McHl'GH, R. S. YOUMANS, M.
McLEOD, N. A.




Y. M. C. A. Cabinet
B. HOLTZENDORFF, .Hi General Secretary
L. VAUGHAN Issistant Se< retai \
W. FREELAND President
J. HART ' ice-President
W. HENRY Recording Secretary
H SMITH Bible Class Chairman
B. LEITZSEY ^ ''» Student Chairman
E. HAWKINS • Missions Chairman
I! I!l. \kl'.\ V.\ Social Chairman
M. LONGI.E 1* Membership Chairman
\l g ^LLEY • Church Relationship Chairman
|,' \\ ells • Morning II atch Chairman
W FREE] \ \ I) Conference Chairman
Two Hundred and Fifty-Six
\l 1. 1.. .1. L.
ALEXANDER, E. It.
BARK. C. M.









CI 1. 1. Kit. F. \.
CARTER, T. II.




(,<)(>m EAR, C. P.
CI NTER, O. C.
GREENE, G. H.
GILLESPIE, S. L.
(. VRRISON, C. R.
II VMBRIGHT, W.







I Mil \M. c <;.
LEITZSEY, F. It.
I.KW IS. .1. \l.
LEWIS, W. M.
\I,KI()\\ N. S. M.
LONGLEY, .1. M.
McCORM \C, E. L
McDANIEL, W. C.
McLEOD, N. \.







A NIGHT IN AN INN
by Lord Dunsany
CAST <?F CHARACTERS |
TheToff ((anadvcntuf6r)LR Tbzi<2r
Bil! - Merchant- MBKirton I
Snigaer.s-Sailors-HRWooa'sicte'
_ Albert - -W.EChopman
]y Priest ck Klesh- RESmith
21P " •' JECudd.
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Two Hundred and Sixty-Two

Jungaleers Orchestra
E. J. FREEMAN Director
D. R. ERGLE Manager
"ROD HELLER" Cornet
•RAMSEY ERGLE" Trombone




MAKE CROMER" • Drums
MACK BABB" Piano
A \Nlh EI!\E" Banjo
Two Hundred and Sixty-Foui




TVo Hundred and Sixty-Seven








K. B. SANDERS President
H. THOMAS I ice-President
J. R. MiTEER • • Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
REACH. A. K. KIN \HD, J. A.
BENNETT. W. M. PADGETT. J. M.
I'.KELAND. A. D. PADGETT. L. C.
CARTER. II. M. REEVES. T. M.
CORBETT, T. B. TUTEN, W. A.
EISHBURNE, J. G. SMITH. R. H.
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SIX ME,PBY SOLDIER BOYS ARE. WE.
G£Q CLETISON LQftQ5 Cf ri(GHT WE bE.
3
CADETS TO TERfeOG IZE, WHEN GAUQMT
TO DOIX OUT*£XTRA5" 15 OOP. TORT /
Dedication
The Legislature rut out the dedication appropriation this year cause some
of them said it was always foolish. But they said we'uns could print a few
jokes without having to pay the usual amusement tax, if we left their name
out of it. So we ain't gonna have no dedication—hut if we did—it would
be to the Army—may their souls rest in peace—far. far. Below. You know
where.
The Quaker Maid Sextet
Reading from, left to right standing, they are:
The "cute" little fellow sprouting wings Tubby Braden
The "pleasant" looking guy King Cole
The Bald head "Parson" Happy Jack Higgins
The "baby" face boy "Cap" May
Our smooth-faced Sheik Dick Emory
The gink fixing to spit tobacco juice "Cap" Lee
But if you want to see some real beauties refer to our Beauty Section. Win-
ners of this contest were picked by Sgt. Peck, Clint Taylor, and Judge Keller.
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A Bad t'QQ-
HARD BOILED FACTS
/ man there was with an oblong head
You know him, so do 1, its
II ilh a brain that hiul luster shed
Ind a face from which all beauty d fled .
He never lacked jor thought, 'TIS S III:
You know that, so do I.
2
/ know I'll never forget his face—
You know that, so do 1—
The only one in the human race.
Like the map of some unfrequented place
It left an impression I can't erase'
You know what, so do I.
Und
HE R^S *-%~ a ,
Three llaudnd and Tot
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This Prof, taught facts with might and main
You know that, so do I.
And every thought came in the train
Of "Hard-boiled facts" and "in the main."
And no one ever dared complain
You know that, so do I.
4
He taught the Ags and Textiles too—
You know that, so do I.
"That's a good question" was all he knew
The "kjv" Lau was his hobby too
I thank my stars that I am thru
You knou " hy, so do I.
—Ex:. Stoodent, '25.
/ kissed you then I killed you—
Out beneath the stars cold glow -
I ml I loved you ih! 'Twos passion!
When I hurled \<ni in the snow.
But \<mr loss I'll never mourn.
For in death you gave me heart
\i>ii Til hunt the gang and tell them
That I've killed nn precious Quart!


Modern Maid—"You tickle me, Duke." "Is your girl right or left handed?"
Duke—"My word what a strange request." -Neither. She's second-hand."
-Wooster Voice. —Yellow Jacket.****** "Ta nS" ******
EVEN IN THE GOOD OLD DAYS, GIKLS HAD THEIR BAD KNIGHTS.****** "Tavs" ******
Mother (Proudly I : This is my son. Harold, Mrs. Higgins. Isn't he a bright little fellow?
Harold (Accustomed to being shown off in public): "What was that clever thing I said
yesterday. Mother. ****** "fans" ***** *
"Tommy, when you jumped over that fence, you showed your agilit\.
I told Maw to sew that button on my pants."
—Moonshine,****** '"fans" ******
Three Hundred and Thirtec

"Faculty Quintet
We wish that we had space to give you a few of their nifty
would he interesting, but we haven't, so you may be better off.
Mill hits hi. w thej
Program
"Yes, We Have No Bananas" Wonk Godfrey
"Don't Two Time Me—No Time" Major Martin
"Hard Hearted Hannah" Dave Henry
"Rock Me To Sleep" Dickey Bracken
"Grave Yard Blues" Wiser] Holmes




Please kindly answer the following 1>\ return mail:
1. Who cut the firsl cheese? And what variety was it?
2. Where is Fort Mill? Try to guess the population.
3. What made bananas so popular all of a sudden?
4. How many Army officers can say—"I never told a lie?"
5. Why do bowdegged girls wear short dresses?
6. How many different ways can a cross-eyed man look when he is drunk?
7. If beans were bullets—What would be the death rate at Clemson College? ((If you know
where this is).
8. What's the best method to take in treating a bad case of Methodist Feet?
9. What shocks more than electricity or mean corn liquor?
10. Tell me what I am thinking about?
Yours truly,
KLEMSON STOODENT BODEY.
Three Hundred and Fifteen
"OUR DELQUINCY
Pocket unbuttoned in Taps picture
KING COLE A. STOOD
Violation paragraph 27o {Rule Book)
KAP LEE , A. JAILBIRD
Never Standing at Attention
CAPT. BRADEN D. TUB
By order of'.
"We Wonder Whose Commandant?"
***** 'Taps" * * * *
Prep: "Have you read Beowulf?"
"Toby" Pope: "No. I don't like animal stories."
****** "'Pans" * * * *
Epitaph on an ex bartenders grave: "This is on me, boys."
—W. Va. Moonshine.
******
He sure in an even tempered guy—mad all the time.
—Northwestern Purple Parrot.
******
Man (to clerk i;i store) : Gimme $25 worth of scratch paper.
Clerk: Good gosh? Why do you want so much scratch paper.
Customer: I got the seven years itch. —Texas Ranger.
***** "Tans" *****
My Sponsor is a Joke, cried the Joke
Editor.
NOTE: (His girl sponsored for an-
other guy, too I
.
Klemson Sucker.
Three Hundred and Sixtei »


ing and binding of this book
were done in our plant.
We are prepared to furnish a complete
line of stock inserts, borders, panels, in-
struction books and many other necessities
to an annual staff. We will have a more
complete line of samples also.
We sincerely hope that the manage-
ment of TAPS is satisfied with the
product of our efforts and that the in-
coming staff will confer with us before com-
mitting themselves on next year s con-
tracts. Don t fail to let us know when you










COLLEGE SOUVENIRS, PENNANTS, BANNERS, PILLOW
COVERS, BELTS, SEAL BROOCHES, GOLD AND SILVER
SEAL RINGS, VANITY CASES, AND OTHER JEWELRY
NOVELTIES
AGENTS FOR 1926 CLASS RINGS. REPAIRS ON RINGS
OF ALL CLASSES SOLICITED. PROMPT ATTENTION
AND ACCURATE WORKMANSHIP ON ALL ORDERS
CLEMSON VIEW POST-CARDS
Twenty Cents Per Dozen
Hi ,i e Hundred and Tw< nty
ESTABLISHED
&HID
Equipped with many years experience
for making Photographs of all sorts de-
sirable for illustrating College Annuals.
Best obtainable artists, workmanship,
and the capacity for prompt and un-
equalled service.
Photographers to the 1925 Taps
15 46 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Three Hundred and Twenty-One
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF TEXTILE MACHINERY IN AMERICA
SACO-LOWELL MODEL 17 RING SPINNING FRAME
When the time comes for the graduates of the
Textile Department to decide practical manufac-
turing problems, call freely upon our organization,
which has been founded upon more than one hun-
dred years experience in building Textile Machinery.
We build all the equipment necessary to manufacture





Newton Upper Falls. Mass.
Pawtucket. R. I. Charlotte. N. C.
Three Hundred and Twenty-Two
^C<2
National Dyes
National Aniline and Chemical Company, Inc




Three Hundred and Twenty-Three
Dependable Automatic Humidity Control
ParkQprav
The Psych rostat




Automatic humidity control has
been developed to such an extent
within the last five years that it has
become as much a necessity in the
cotton mill as is a governor on a
steam engine.
The simile is very marked when
it is realized that the inanimate
humidifier can no more judge the
demand for moisture which it must
supply than the steam engine can
the amount of power which it
should deliver.
Glance at the chart shown above.
Under the control of a Parkforay
Psychrpstat the humidifiers were
turned on and off all day long to
maintain uniform humidity. Noth-
ing but ordinary attention from
those who cared for the machinery
was necessary.
Thus through the employment of
automatic devices, simple in them-
selves, the textile mill of today can
operate with more healthful and
profitable conditions for the opera-
tives than was possible fiveyears ago.
We solicit correspondence from
those who are interested in Air ( 'on-
ditioning problems—the student,
the superintendent, the owner.
^%JJ Parks -Cramer Comparty
Engineers & Contractors
Indus rriaf Piping andAir Condition ina
Fitckburg Boston Charlotte






\il ' ' SUA ""
Philadelphia Plant
"QUALITY, DEPENDABILITY AND ECONOMY"
THESE THREE WORDS TYPIFY THE SPIRIT
AND THE FOUNDATION STONE UPON WHICH
FRANKIN SUCCESS HAS BEEN ERECTED.
FRAN1<Q_IN PROCESS COMPANY
Yam Dyers Yarn Spinners • MTrs Glazed Yarns • Dyeing Machines
Philadelphia PROVIDENCE Manchester. Eng".
NewYorkOfdce 72 Leonard Si.
SOUTHERN FRANKLIN PROCESS COMPANY
Greenville. S C.
Three Hundred and Twenty-Five
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